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'Gas Grenades

'Mosquitoes Threaten
Industry

hi west

Kentucky,Commission

•

Revival Will
B
egin Sund
unda
ay
A
t Church Here

S

Hearillrfield Tuesday
On

Trailer

Court

ea hearing was held yesterday
at 4:00' p.m. by the Murray Board
of tontrig Adjustment on the establishment of a trailer court on
Chestnut street west of Twelfth
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Housing Code
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Studied By
G
roup Today

200 Injured As
Chemical Plant
oes In Blast

FRANKFORT, Ky. .111P1) — The
Legislative Research Commission
reported today that mosquitoes are
threatening the industaial and
tourist development ..ef_.-ematern • r
, Your persons appeared beforb
Kentucky.
The first meeting o a citizen's
the' board together with R. T.
A spokesman for the LW' said
stagnant marshes in the region
Waldrop. local Realtor who asked advisory group working with the
are breeding grounds for billions
far the hearing. Mayer Holmes Murray Planning 05nm-fission, met :
-- today at 11:00 a. rai. in the..eity of disease-carrying Insects.
Mix. ex-a-officio- 1'n-ember-of- Me
hall, The committee. a Code De- '
"Further mosquito infestation
board was also present.
may have important effects on
Waldrop explained that he had veloprnent and Enforcement ComBy JOSEPH B. FLEMING
twellets on Chestnut street which matee, plans to study the varthe city' field training in attack the economy of Kentucky and
liout codes and make recommenthe health of its people," the
Uunited Press International
By DUNCAN FRAZZIEFt
and defense.
being considered. One, .just
under control within an hour.
dations to the Planning CommisBERLLN (UPI, — Communist po- _ Infantrymen,
1.11.-rnalitostal
tanks.
eas of Tubers Body Shossisi 73
artillery staff report added. •
-Eire department "snoarkels" —
non.
"Busines
s
lice today tossed tear gas gre- aimored personnel carriers and
interests may ..not
CHICAGO win) — The chemical crane-l
x. 5 feet and the other just west
ike devices used to rescue
Ronald
Clterchil
l
is
chairma
wish
n
to
consider new industrial
nades over the border wall at helicopters moved through West
mixing plant of a sprawling cos- fire victims from upper
of Ilis Pump and espe Company
levels—
of
the
group
with
Dr._
develop
A.
II.
ment
in western Kentucky
est Berliners. The incident took - Berlin into the city's Gruenwald
metics factory exploded today in were called into play.
is 150 x 405.
Kopperud, Earl Steele, IloYr Robif the mosquito problem becomes
Mace while
more than 3.000 Forest.
a blast of flying glass followed
Any trailer court placed on the erts, Edwin
Mrs.
Joanne Weiss, who works
Cain. John Pasco and by choki
American troops participated in
The troops were divided into worse.
ng hydrochihric acid in a brass company across the
lots will comply. with all state I. H.
Key as members with May'Four large state parks in westone of the biggest war games two forces-one combat group playfumes. Close to 200 persons were street from t h e Helene
health regulations, Waldrop said. or Ilolmes Ellis
Curtis
as an ex-officie
ever held in this divided city.
ing the part of the Communist ern Kentucky as well as privately
Injured,
No objections were raised from member.
plant. -said "I was just about to
Red police hurled the grenades aggressors and another combat qwned recreational areas could
A
emant
of
injured at seven go to work when there was • a
any of those present, with all
The purpose if the group is to
over the concrete and barbed wire group assigned to the fask of de- suffer economic loss irom furspeaking favorably.
study codes, such as housing. elec- hospitals showed at least 190 per- _tremendous blast and a glass clock
ther mosquito' infestation." the
wall at two points on the border fending the Western sectors.
sons treated. Others received first fell. It almost hit me.
Vice-chairman Of the board trical, etc., and make recomme
nof the French and Soviet sectors.
The Army said the three-day report continued.
Burgess Parker_ presided in the' dations to the Planning Commis- aid treatment at the scene or went
"I looked across the street and
The staff report was submitted
A West Berlin policeman was cut war games were a "two-sided
abeence of Jantea Lassiter. who sion as to a proper code for the to private doctors.
saw a huge cloud of smoke coin.
on the ankle, by the explosive free maneuver." This meant it ti the I.RC Tuesday and was apThe blast at the 16-building ing from Helen Curtis."
has been called to genet duty city of Murray.
charge of one grenade.
was a realistic game which the proved. It is expected to become
Bishop Franklin
with the 439th7MTAffairs ComThe city already has a gas code Helene Curtis plant rocked Chi- —The plant is the headquarters
•The other grenades were thrown "Communist aggressors" could be the basis for mosquito - control
Bishop Marvin A. Frankltre.will pany. The board Will rule on the and a plumbing lcode thich it cago's Northwest Side and shat- for an industiy which did a $54legislation in the 492 General
back across the wall by Western declared the winners.
tered windows in a 20-block area. million jepsineas last
be the evangelist at a revival to testiest on the return of Dr. How- is now enforcing.
year. The
Berliners and one with an exploThe troops used only blank Assembly.
Fumes from hydrochloric ikid firm is named after a
Meeting with the group today
Infestation was reported most be held at the First Methodist ard Titsworth who is ,absent from
mythical
sive charge wentoff in the midst ammunition and explosive chargwere Richard liege. Code Special- used in the preparation of perma- character. _There never
of five Communist policemen, es. But the Army told West Berg' serious in Hopkins Cuunty, where Church, beginning Sunday morn- the city at the present time.
was a
in with the Division of Planning nent wave lotion and detergents Helene Curtis.
West Berlin police reported.
liners it would be dangerous to livestock have been blinded and ing. October 22, and continuing
and
spread
Zoning,
through
Departm
the
area.
ent
of
Econother
through
livestock
Sunday
morning
. October
The three-day battle exercise enter the woods.
have lost weight
omic Develpoment of the state.
'•
Firemen h a d to put on gas
29
was designed to test American
The 6th
Infantry- Regiment, from excessive bites.
and Charles Leider. City Planner, masks as protection from the
The
salt
water marsh mosquito,
defenses and give troops guarding whose battle banners read like
Bishop Franklin is Resident Will Leave Nigeria
of the Hopkinsville office, Divi- fumes. At one point, they were
an American history book, went which breeds in the area, also is Bishop of the Jackson. Mississip•
—
sion of Planning and Zoning. De- forced to turn eff their hoses for
reported to be a disease carrier, pi. Area of'the Methodis
into action in the cold ear's hot- :LAGOS. Nigeria
—Margery partment of Economi
t Church.
c Develop- tear a chemical- reaction with the
test spot. Its ranks were filled including the St. Louis type en- He administers the work of the Miehelmore of Foxboro. Mass., 23fumes would touch off new exwith infantrymen honed to razor- cephalais. which has increased Methodist Church in the Missis- year old American Peace Corps ment.
A suggested housing code was plosions. Neighborhood
sharp readiness for an atomic or in the - state for the past five sippi, North Mississippi and Mem- member under fire for remarks
residents
inspected by the group and corn- were forced from
years.
conventional war.
their homes.
phis Annual Conferences, corn- about "primitive" living, condie mentt
made
Mr.
by
Rage.
Other countries with heavy in- priaing more
Two persons, including a Helene
The rumble of American tanks
than 1642 churches tions in Nigeria, is expected to
The housing code provides for Curtis chemist,
rolling inte maneuvers heartened festation included Henderson and 'With a total membership of a- leave for home tonight,
were reported
informe
use
d
and
location
of dwellings. missing in the wreckag
Berliners who hart read about Muhlenberg and several counties bout- 304,160. First Methodist sources sald.
e. Howminimu
m
standard
s for space,
Tuesday's speech by Soviet Pre- in the- Jackson Purchase area.
Church. Murray, is included in
Miss Michelmore has her bags minimuum standards for sanitary ever, company president Willard
The report said the marshes this
mier Nikita Khrushchev before
The Murray High Tigers travel
area.
packed, they said. She has been equipment and facilities in dwell- Gidwitz "to allay the fears of
111 ilegkins County are breeding
(Ceistanued on Peas 2)
relatives" issued a statement say- to Paducah Friday night to meet
kept
in
hiding
Bishop
by
Emthe
U.S.
ings,
'
Franklin attended
minimum standards for Isghtea weinalted one million mosing there were no confirmed fa- a powerful Tilghman High School
, eptieelea as the acre. The eemmis- Young Harris College and Emory bassy since her return from lba- ing, heating, and ventilation. It talities.
A large tobaci beret
team.
MM.
students
where
eniversi
laise
contains minimum standards
university
ty. He received his 'A.B.
aims blamed poor drainage con4,1ine quality leaf burned yealeedig
•allesek 'Fe Holland reports his
Degree from the University of Sunday demanded her expulsion for rooming houses
4.1.11.
1.111
Aliens
sad
Felled
coal
strip
By
Glass
Nlifternoon at New Providence.
mining for
team in "fair condition" after
- The general purpose of the
Georgia, DD. from Birmingham ?rani"the C.-country.
the
county's
problem
The double barn owned by LasThe explosion was triggered in hard practice sessions yesterday
Fellow members of the Peace housing code is la set minimum
In Henderson County, stagnant Southern; LL.D. from Millsaps
Census - Adult
46
and today. "Although we are
siter Hill. prominent New Provistandards so that sanitary and a long, one - and - a - half story
Corps
College
came
and
down
an
honorar
salt
from
y
water
D.D.
Ibadan
pumped
from oil wells
anxious to win the Tilghman
Census - Nursery
dence farmer and cattleman, was
9
has seriously aggrevated the prob- from Emory University. He is a Tuesday to say goodbye to her. health standards will rise, or be building where the main chemical game." Mr.
completely filled with an excepHolland said. "the
Adult Beds
65
components for cosmetic were
lem of salt water marsh num- member of Phi Beta Kappa, Omi- They said she was in "god spirits properly maintained.
boys realize that our next week's
tionally good crop of dark fired
Emergency Beds
19
The group will meet at a later manufactured. It sent a shrapnel cron Delta Kappa, Theta Phi, Pi and joking."
quoties, the report added.
game with Hoplunsville is the
tobacco.
Patients admitted
1
M i 5 s Michelmore's expulsion date and inspect a model housing like barrage of glass flying across one that determi
The state had a mosquito con- Tau Chi. and Delta Tau Delta.
nes the winner
Only small fires had been used
Patients dismissed
()
He was ordained a minister in from the country was demanded code, tailor it to fit the needs of I h e industrial thoroughfare of of the
trol plane in the area which
West Kentucky Conferin the curing process for the past
New Citizens
0
sprays breeding grounds, hut this the Methodist Etescopal Cnurch by lbadan students after a post- l blurray, and finally make a re- North Avenue into a Zenith Corp. ence. We must
look to next
several days. Mr Hill had per- Patients
admitted from Friday year the mosquitoes apparently South in 1917. Among the pastor- card she sent home fell into stu- commendation to the Planning plant where 3.500 employes were week's game for the
championsonally checked the fires, which 8:00 a.m.
Commiss
ion
which
ates
will
in
turn
just
he
were
served are Park Street dent hands.
starting work.
able to breed more rapidly
to Monday 8:00 a.m.
ship."
flkere wrapped with sawdust, only
submitte
be
to
d
the
Methodis
City
Council
t Church in Atlanta;
From 35 to 40 persons were
In the postcard. Miss MichelMrs. Charles Katzman, Box 3, than their breeding areas could
On the United Press poll of
minutes before the barn burst
for action.
Riverside Park Methodist Church, mire talked about "squalo
struck by flying glass or fell vic- football teams received
Wingo; Joe Pat Farley. Route 5; be treated.
r and
today,
into flames and was quickly deThe
housing
cede
helps
the tims •te shock in the'zenith
Jacksonville, Florida. and High- abeolutely primitive living
Mrs. Larry Chaney. Box 1272,
condi- property owner
plant. Murray ranks number 10 in the
stroyed ba the huge blaze.
to help himself. Only 13 of the injured
land Church. Birmingham, Alas tions" in Nigeria. She later
state.
Tilghma
College Stn.; Hubert Melton, Mudn
is
were in
apolo- Hage said.
rated number
Mrs. Hill stated today that her
barna. where he was serving when gized for the remark
the chemical building where the six.
el, Tenn.; Mrs Noble K. Brown Scout Committee
and offered
husband checked the barn just
elected bishop in July. 1948, and te resign from the
blast
occurred
Many
fans,
.
students and the
and baby boy. Route 4, Bardwell; Meets In
Peace Corps.
before leaving for Murray. By the
Mayfield
assigned to the Jackson area.
One hospital, St. Anne's, report- band will go with the team as
Her parents, Mr and Mrs. HowMrs. Charles Stanley and baby
Bro. And Mrs. Paul
time she could locat'eliim at town
Bishop Franklin has also serv- ard Michelmore.
they.
ed
"50
meet
to
Paducah
100". iniured persons,.
Tilghman.
girl. Rt 1. Hazel; Mre. J. M. Elksaid Tuesday
The Chief Chennubby District ed as President of
the roof of the structure was failthe Council of they had received a call from their Dailey Return Home
some in serious condition. Injured Game time is 8 o'clock. General
ins, Almo, Mrs. Jerry Tarry and Committee of the
Boy Scouts of Bishops, chairman of the College daughte
ing in.
admissio
n tickets will be on sale
were taken to two other hospitals.
r wheat now in Lagos and
baby girl. Box 1215, College Sta- America will hold
its monthly of Bishops of the Southeastern she
The only explanation that could
indicated she was returning
Bro and Mrs. Paul Dailey of Police said the most conservative at Paducah. Students tickets may
lion; Mrs. Ronald Kelly and baby meeting Thursday, October
e offered for the conflagration
19th at Jurisdiction of the Methodist home for a
be
purchased at the school. Repossible reassignment. Lincoln Park, Michigan, have re- estimate of the injured total was
boy. 716 Sycamore; Robert C. 7:00 p. m. in the Water
and Church, and en many boards and
"leas the possibility that a stick or
serve seat tickets are on sale at
Mrs. Michelmore said. her dau- turned lupe again after spend- 75.
Zachary. 15.T.M.B.. Martin, Tenn.; Lig!)t Building in Mayfield
. Ken- eon-I:mission of the church, includ- ghter
sticks of tobacco fell from the
There were no immediate re- Wallis and Scott Drug Stores.
seemed "upset" by the in- ing several days in Kentucky and
Mfs. Kenneth McFarland and lucky.
ing the Methodist Television, Rabarn igniting the destructive blaze.
ports of death, but the injured
cident and what she believed was Tennessee.
baby boy, Route 1, Calvert City;
All members from Calloway, dio and Film
ee
•
Commission; the her "failure" as
Bro. Dailey is pastor of the were so numerous they had to be uwiun Ho
Mrs. Harold Jones, Alm(); Robert Graves and Marshall Counties are Methodist
a Peace Corps
ernd n I$
Commission on Christ-1 voluntee
Friendsh
ferried
to
ip
Baptist Church in Linhospitals by ambulances,
r.
W. Myers. Rt. 3, Greg Bogard, Rt. urged to attend
The meeting ian Higher Education; Methodi
Theat
re
Memb
Bus, Big Truck
er
st
coln
pollee
Park. The church is now
Michelmore, a business execusquadrols and private can,
6; Nita:. Pate Black, 307 Irvan St; will be presided over by the Dis- Board of Lay
Activities; Method- live in
Too Busy' To Count
Foxboro. Mass.. said /le building a recreation building for
blra. Alfred Oakley. Rt. 4. Benton; trict Chairman, Dr. James hart of ist Board of Missions
Crash Head On
; board of agreed
At St. Anne's Hospital, an atit was bust for his daugh- their young people.
Chrfetnpher Dale Clopton, 7'03 Murray.
CARBONDALE, III. — Dwain
trustees of Emory University,
The building will consist of tendant blurted, "We're
ter to leave Nigeria since "whermember from Murray in Rust College,
Vine.
too busy L. Herndon. 25, son of Lee HernMillsaps
Colleg
e,
a basketball court, skating rink, to count them—the
BARNETT, Ga. run — A bus Patients dismisse
patients need don, Rt. 1, Alm°, Ky., is a member
d from Friday need of tran_sportation should con- Wood Junior College and Lake ever she went over there she six lane
bowling alley, banquet us." Two injured persons
,,,,,hauling about 30 Negro farm 8:00 a.m. to Monday
tact Dan Johnston at the Tele- Junalus
would be known as the kid who
were of Southern Illinois Universitas
8:00 a.m.
ka Assembly.
hall, kitchen and reading room. reported in
',lands to their homes attempted
phone
Compan
wrote
the
y
fair condition in Bel- Southern Players'. Touring Thecard."
Business Office.
Clarence Adams. Rt 6; Mrs.
"Murray First Methodist Church
The church has been highly mont Commun
to pass a stopped car-on U.S.
ity' Hospital. Three ater, now on their ninth annual
Luther
ennedy. .12067th Ave.',
is very fortunate in being .able
praised by the city officials for persons
Tuesday a n d slammed headon Columbus, Miss.; Mrs.
with minor injuries were road trip. This year, in their
to secure Bishop Franklin as our Court Week
Bill Ethermost
TOBACCO ADVISORY
taking
this
step
in
In
providin
for
g
tractorst
reported
into a
railer truck. Nine ton, Rt. 5; Mrs. Wyean Morris, Rt.
at Walter Memorial Hos- extensive season yet, the Players
evangelist this year," Rev. W. E.
the young people of the church. pital.
persons were crushed • to death I. Dexter; Mrs. Lola Burton,
Heav
en
Is
Topic
will
Mischke
travel
,
to
the
30
Murcities in two
pastor, said. "He is
LOUISVILLE:- Ky. (UP11— The
Bro. Robert Roach is Recreawhen the truck overturned on the ray Rest Home; Mrs. Joe
Two thousand employes fled the states, offering live
Hill and burley tobacco curing advisory one of the leading churchmen of
drama for
tional Leader. coming from Dallas,
plant following the blast. Other children and adult
bus.
"Court Week in Heaven- will Texas to
America and one of our best
baby girl. Rt. 2. Calvert City; Miss for Kentucky and Souther
audience§
assume the post. He was
n InHighway patrolmen said at Beverly Burton, Puryear, Tenn.; diana prepared
factories
be
the
in
topic
the
preacher
of
the
industrial area through Neve 22.
s."
sermon by assistant director at the First
by the United
also
least eight other persons were in- Mack Tarry. 104 North 12th.;
Williarh
were
King,
evacuat
ed.
pastor
The
of the Sev- Baptist Church of Dallas.
Herndon. a graduate student in
public is invited to hear
Al- States Department of Cdmmerce
Pared, two of them critically. The lred Harris. Rt. 2; Mrs. Cecil
B la st damage was heavy theatre at STU. plays
Ren- Weather Bureau in cooperation Bishop Franklin. Sunday services enth-day Adventist Church. Satthe parts of
injured were taken to hospitals in ton. 713 Maple. Benton; Mrs.
urday
through
at
out
the
2:00 p. m service.
the area in the after- Lucentio in "T among of the
Ed with the University of Kentucky will be held at 10:50 a.m. and
Ball
Plann
ed
This
For
efighomson and Washington, Ga.
mathis
the
of the blast. Police reported Shrew." a Shakespeare farce.
seventh in a series of
7:30 p.m. Weekday services will
Frank Kirk, 603 Main; Guy Steely, Department of Agronomy:
and
Patrolmen said the converted Rt. I. Hazel; Mrs. Gahm Outland
windows were broken along North Hocus, the wicked
Predictions are for hoar relative be held at 7:00 a.m. and 7:30 sermons based on the book of Saturday Night
wizard in -Vie
,
schnot bus seat carrying the farm Rt. 3; Lawrence Rushing
Avenue for a stretch of 20 -blocks. Wicked Wizard of
Wobbly Way,"
. Rt. 5; humidity today and Thursday. To- p.m, Monday through .Saturday.
Oommenting on his sermon,
handt- home after a day of work- Radford- Windsor. Rt. 1. Lynn bacco curing conditions
A Masquerade Ball will be held Most of the injueed were believed a new children's play ha James
will reMr. King said, "According to
ti
ing in the fields.
have
been
working
Grove; Miss Dorothy Sowell, 311 main g
in
Lash.
at
a
the Calloway County Country
Zenith
"
Carter Appointed
( i'
Daniel 7 there is to he an inTo keep the temperature and
lrvan; John H. York, Rt I, BenHerndon's previous eicperience
Club on Saturday, October 21, Corp. plant across the street from
sestigation of the records of heavthe
To
beauty
humidit
Post
y
factory.
inside
Again
ton; Holman Maupin, Rt . 3; Mrs.
Blast force includes four years of theatre at
tobacco barns at
from 9 p.m to I a.m. with music
before
en
Jesus
Christ
comes
the
and
levels
flying
glass
recommended by the UniDorval Hendon, Rt.( 5; Silas Turnwere blamed for Murray State College, two summer
second time. This investigation by Jack Staulcup and his Oren- mist of the
injuries.
er, Rt. 3; Mrs. Gene Dowdy, Ben- versa), of Kentucky, growers
stock seasons at Kentucky Dam
estra.
the
of
records
is
not
for
the
in'
should
Billows of acrid fumes from State Park, and one
open the barn ventilators
ton; Mrs. Robert Tyree. 316 N.
The judging of the costumes
William Z. Carter was appoint- formation of God. but
year of gradfir
the
during
the day and close them at ed chairma
hydrohloric acid used in the uate school at SIU.
Main, Benton; Connie 0. Bruce,
n of the finance com- enlightenment of the unfallen be- and the grand march wilt be held
n
manufacture of cosmetics spread
Rt. 1, Lynnville; Mrs. David HMO- ight.
mittee of the Grand
Masonic ings in the universe. This inves- promptly at 9:30 p.m.. according through
the neighborhood. Many
ton, Orchard Hgts.; Mrs. Ivy Cullodge of iKy.. today by the tigation is to prove
br Vaned From
to both angels to the committee in charge of neigbao
rhood residents were forc- Calloway
ver, Poplar St.; Mrs. Robert Catt,
incoming Grand Master C. J. Hyde. and mankind that God is
Coin
OUT OF HOSPITAL,
right in arrangements.
ed from their homes.
By United Pres' International Rt. 3, Puryear. Tenn.; Mrs. L. D.
This will be the sixteenth con- accepting
some
and
rejecting
Club
Will
Meet
Workma
secutive
Western Kentucky coal fields
n, Rt. 2; Mrs. Joe Edyear Mr. Carter has serv- others into His kingdom."
Dr Earle E Tisdale of 302
Tank Car Explodes
Bro. And Mrs. Burton
ed in this capacity. He is Supt.
and, the Blue Grass—Sunny and wands and baby boy. Rt. 5. Ben- South 12th
a_
Street has been
mild today, high in the low 80t. ton. Master Charles Williams II. charged
of City School here and served
A company spokesman said the
Back At Old Home
The Calloway County Coin Club
from the Murray Hosas Grand Master of Masonic bod- Recor
Partly cloudy' and turning cooler Rt.. 1; Mrs. Ray Henderson and pital.
explosion appeared to burst frem will meet on Thursda
ding To Ile
Dr Disdale is convalesing
y, October
tonight and Thursday. low to- baby boy. Rt. 1, Alm(); Mrs. Ellen at the
ies in the state in 1943.
a
large
chemical
,tfink car standing 26 at 7:30 p.m. in the Public
home of his daughter. Mrs.
Played At Event
night upper 40s High Thursday Dixon, Golden Pond; Robert C. Doss
bchtnd
a
four la story building Library.
and Dr. Wm T. Doss on
• 13ro. and Mrs. Connie Burton
near 70.
TO ATTEND MEET
Zachary. UTMB, Martin, Tenn.; Circarama Drive.
where the plant's sulfanation opAnyone wishing to auction coins
The W.M.U. of the Elm Grove have moved back to their home on erations
•
Herbert Brooks, Rt. 4; Mrs. Max
were headquartered.
is asked tis give a list of there to
Murray route one.
Dr and Mrs. William T Doss Baptist Church will present a re0 Temperatures at 5 a.in ES T: King and baby boy, Rt. 6, Benton;
In the building immediately to Dr. Robert Altura giving the
grade
Louisville 47, Lexington 50. Cov- Mrs. Dwane Jones and enray
NOW YOU KNOW
of Circarama Drive will attend cording of a missionary in a ComBr() and Mrs. Burton haØ been the west, 50 windows' and three of the coin, the
girl,
minimum price
ington 51, Paducah 50. Bowling W. 12th.. Benton; Mrs. Belle
munist
the
prison
Kentuck
camp
Associat
tonight
y
at the his mg at Melber. Kentuck where skylights were shattered. Fixtures wanted
ion of ChiroGeuranctihe
Red Book price.
I,y
niteal ems latersetlaeal
Green 45, London 43 3and Hop- in, North 5th,; Johnnie
practors Educational Review in 'family night services at the church Bro. Burton was the reign r min- were
Rogers, Rt.
torn loose and crashed to
A door prize of one 1961 proof
Fifty-five percent of the world's Lexington,
kinsville 49. Evansville, Iv., 43, 1, Lynn Grove;
Ky., October 19-20-21. at 7:00 o'clock.
ister of the church of Chr t there. the floor.
Gerald Aldridge, motion picture screen
set will be given. Anyone intertime is tak- They expect to return home Sun7
Huntington, W.Va., 54.
The public it invited to attend Due to his health. the minister
408 Holmes St., Fulton.
A fire broke out in the heart of ested in coins or coin hollecti
is
en up by American-made films. day.
ng
this service.
limiting his church work.
the blast area, but was brought is invited to attend.-
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The Murray High School Tigers Hold State Rating While
Paducah Tilghman Drops To Sixth Place On Tie In Voting

the Soviet Communist party congress.
Initial reaction among' West
By JOHN G. DIETRICW•
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Lettere to
member placed Manual secemd,
Us* Editor
Kentuotiry Lake League
I Oleg
Berlin's city officials ..was that
loter!oellooml
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downs as the Maroons romped
over Fort Knox, 38-0. Wells now
has 144 pointsto 127 for RussellLarry Johnson, who scored
twice against Trigg County,
Butch Green of Hazard has 120
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Ten Years Ago Today

HORSE SALE

Rowl•ing
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MURRAY,LOAN CO.
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"WHERE YOUR MONEY IS WORTH MORE
Two Track Tripte Tilt Aluminum Storm Window
.. $11.00
WE OPEN EARLY
PL 3-1227
WE GLOBE LATE
DC a.m.

12th & Poplar

5:30 p.m.

BUT THE 110 WEATHER

Tne Kirksey fourth grade 4-H
Club met last Thursday for the
purpose of electing new officers.
Named as officers in the elec-_
tidn were president. Juan Brdach:
vice - president, Carroll Darnell;
secretary - treasurer. Elizabeth
Nance; reporter. Charles Mark
Marine; song leader. Kay Narsworthy; and- game leader, John
Young
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Ystterday's Punts
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1 -HOUR CLEANING ON REQUEST

*

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

Long Coats
64;0
Cash and Carry
With Any Fall Garment at Regular
Price

SANITONE FINE CLEANING

BOONE'S
So. Side Court Square

and

13th & Main

Plenty of Buyers for all types of
Horses, Mules and Ponies!
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We want to express to the General Public our Appreciation
and
Thanks for their patronage of Lampkins Motor Sales
and for the Good
Will extended to us in our business associations.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. 1UPlt -The
advanced forecasts for the fiveday period. Thursday, prepared
by the U.S. Department of Commerce Weather Bureau: Temperatures for the period will average
near the seasonal normal of 56
degrees.
Louisville normal extremes 88
and 45 degrees
Cooler Thursday through Saturday, turning a little warmer Sunday and Monday. Rainfall will
total around one-fourth inch- with
a chance of showers Thursday
and showers more likely on Saturday

We wish to again announce we are discontinuing busines
s as
Lampkins Mctor Sales. The car lot at 2nd & Main has
been leased to
Collie Motor Sales.
We want YOU to know YOUR business was appreci
ated!

REWEI LAMPKINS, SR. - DEWEY LAMPK1NS, JR.
AND

we envoys
give Low Prices
plus...

.4 •

BOONE'S

MURRAY LIVESTOCK COMPANY

THANK YOU!

Officers Named By
Kirksey 4-H Club

41m

Starks Hardware

points and Corbin's Rodger Bird
ran his total to 90 by scoring
both Redhound touchdowns in -Ng
13-0 decision over the previously undefeated defending state Class
A champion, Lynch East Main.

WEEKEND

SPECIALS
FRESH GROUND

BEEF 3 LB 1.00
T°P BISCUITS 49c
Value
STAMPS Potatoest.2.9c.
Save them for Top Value Gifts Wieners
49c
CANNED
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•11111M111111111111E6111111 17:81M.Trirfnrilni
tMirrtriVM

- Borg

ADMINISTRATOR'S SALE
Saturday, October 21st - 2:30 P.M.
at 413 North 4th Street

.
444.

Persons interested may see the property at any time. Property is being
sold for the
'settlement of his estate,

with any purchase of '3.00 or more! 1

'OWEN'S FOOD MARKET!

*

EVERGOOD - 2-111s.

OLEO 2.9c

Tli;s Offer lisitirvs OCtober 22, 1961

.(MifIrirliMirrirErnfIrrrptri=r,

kik

COUPON

N/Laiiii2/23kAZSA

Extra FREE

Top Valtie Stamps

With The
Purchase of a

OWENS

U.S. GOV'T GRADED

FOOD MIT

CHUCK ROAST

OWEN'S FOOD MARKET
It Z.).

Triwnwironatittrari
GEORGE HART, Administrator

54

Top Value Stamps

3

6 FOR

MEAT

1 100 Extra FREE1

1
A I will offer for sale to the highest bidder for cash one 4-room House
, electrically heat..rith garage. The property of John W. Clopton, deceased.

EMPLOYEES

rirfrrri

1'161

1409 Main

PLaza 3-4682

art-orPrl

FREE DELIVERY SERVIC
E'
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Hog Market

• YOU'LL

Fedei-41 - Stafe Market News
Service, Wednesday, Oct. 18, 1981.
Kentucky Purchase - Area Hbg

FINDIT IN ,T/4E. WANT ACPS

r

YOUR,PWIRI,"A"WtAY "Mr

"

BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

APANY

les of
r.s!

Good

ess

as
t

EXPERIENCED WAITRESS. Apply at the South Side Restaurant.
_
o20c

NOTICE

NOW OPEN - .1 & .1 GLASS Co.,
105 North Fifth Street (former
Kengas location). We do all kinds
of glass work. Table tops, Stitgal
STORM WINDOW TIME. Alumiglass, mirrors, replacements. Free
num windows 1112.50 to $16.50 inestimates. Experienced. Phone PL
stalled. Aluminum awnings, any 3-3970.
•
nov2c
size. Aluminum siding, thirteen
colors. No down payment. 36 mos. FENCES, INDUSTRIAL AND
to pay. Home Comfort Company, residential. Chain link, non-climbHazel Highway, Phone 492-2502. able, completely installed, for intfc formation call collect or write Joe
Mike's Iron & Fence Co., Mayfield, Ky. Phone CH 7-3474 or
PERFECTION OIL HEATER. Dial
CH 7-5651.
o3lc
489-2522.
ol8p

FOR SALE

1

TrAGE TFIRFR
Market Report inchiding 10 buying stations. Receipts Tuesday tot-'
aled 370 head. Today barrows and
guts 25c higher. Mixed U.S. No.
1, 2 and 3 barrows and gilts 190250 lbs. 516.10-16.50;. 255-270 1bs.
$15.50=18.25; 275-300 lbs. $14.7516.00; 150-l8 lbs. 514.50-16.00.
No. 2 and 3 sows 300-600 lbs.
$12.75 - 15.50. Boars all weights
59.00-11.25.

COMPLETE BODY SHOP
*
For All Makes of Cars
*
• BODY WORK • PAINTING • REPAIRS

DUBLIN AUTOS, INC,
606 Maple St.
l'IALki

ARE YOU GETTING A"GOOD DEAL"
al A NEW AR?

Federal State Market
News Service

1 RCA RADIO, 1 ANTIQUE Atwater-Kent radio, 1 White sewing
machine. Contact Mrs. D. N. White
MURRAY, Ky., Tuesday, Oct.
at Hazel between 5 and 8 pset. 17, 1961. Murray Livestock Co.
Phone 492-3421.
RECEIPTS: Hogs, 51; Cattle and
Calves, 747; Sheep, 17.
HOGS: Receipts very limited.
1956 TRAILER, 41 FEET, EXceptionally well taken care of. U.S. No. 1, 2 and 3 barrows and
Retail $2,000, selling for only $1,- gilts 225 lb. $16.50; 310 lb. $15.00;
595. Also new 1961 Nassua 45x10, No. 2 and 3 bOWS 310'lb. $14.75.
CATTLE and CALVES: Rece11314
also 34 ft. 2 bedroom metal trailPRINTING
er. Mayfield, across from Pipiline mostly stuck and feeder steers
Ledger & Times
INSURANCE
PL 3-1916 BOOKKEEPER WANTED: SOME Service Station. Ch 7-9066. o24c and stuck heifers and slaughter
typing, general bookkeeping. Wri
cows. Stock steers and heifers.
Frazee, Melugin & Holton
to P.O. Box 32-H, Murray, Ken,
Fully stead,* to 50c higher. Cows
EXTRA
GOOD 35 ACRE FARM
RESTAURANTS
tucky, giving qualifications and
Gen. Insurance
steady to 25c higher. Other classes
PL 3-3415
near Howard's Store, Has _good
.salary eapeeted.
steady-. Good- and -C7toice
lc house
-Sdath- Side RestaUrSIM
TOOT
with cabinets, water in the
lb. slaughter steers $22.50-22.90;
LAIE8 READY TO WEAR
"Fresh Cat Fish"
house. Good stuck water, all land
Good and Choice 500-700 lb. mixin high state of cultivation. $6850.
Wanted To Rent
Littleton&
ed slaughter yearlings $20.75PL 3-4623
APARTMENT HOUSE LOCArED
23.00; . Good and Choice 300-500
TYPEWRITER RENTAL
two blocks from the court square,
A HOUSE ON EAST SIDE OF
lb. slaughter calves $22.00-24.75;
has
two
3-room apartments, one
SERVICE STOTION8
Murray, in Faxon School -District, 1
AND SERVICE
Utility and Commercial cows
on blacktop and running water. 4-room apartment, each with sep- 913.00-15.00; Canner and
Wa-ston-Young Tex. PL 3-2810
Cutter
..edger & Times
arate baths. All fully furnished.
PL 3-1916 Phone P1 3-3096.
Utility and Conmperol8c Central heating,
f u 1 I basement cial
bulls 516.10-17.00; Choice 300with commode and shower. Has
600 lb. stuck steers 523.60-27.75;
a steady incume of $135 per mu.
Good $22.75 - 25.25; Medium
This can be bought for $8500 cash.
$1925-23.25; Good and Choice
NICE TWO-BEDROOM FRAME
300-600 lb. stock heifers $20.25house on North 16th Street. Has
/ c:4_7.
.-24.00; Medium $18.00-21.00; MedG.I. loan and owner will transfer.
ium and Good 600-800 lb. stock
Payments $42 per month including
feeder steers $19.75-22.75; Medtaxes and insurance. Owner will
NI '1
ium and Good 800-1000 lb. feeder
trade his equity in house lur good
steers $19.25-21.20; common (ail
automobile or tractor or will take
Pm=So awe•fillale Ii.0111.111b
weights) $16.50 - 19.75; Medium
rebe•amilis.
•
$850
Illft 111•2•01 Wmedam••••INI
cash
and
purchas
er assume and
IFlarglionsesiamat
Good stock cows wtth calves
loan. Roberts Realty, 505 Main,
P1 31651, Hoyt Roberts, PI 3-3924 $152.00-212.00 per head.
BABY CALVES: Around• 10
or Jimmy Rickman, P1 3-5344.
head 53.00-23.00 per head depend•I
o20c ing on weight
c-_.friAi• i rat 26
and sex.
of •ie reflected Salatniel Eoyd, mously
pleas(d when the settler
WAS tiernitiwtng. The last probably half the
VEALERS: Mostly $1.00 higher.
people
in
the
congrat
OIL
ulated
BURNING FURNACE, IT Choice $29.00-31.00;
him on his cum1 re the pilgrims* hree h-td
Good 928.00been world, maybe a heap more than mand'of true
tongue.
,water heat with radiators. See 28.50; Standar
drunk more tha.n it ruontri ago, that, never sit on
d $22.00-25.00.
anything out
He
could
not
grasp the truth
Gaylon White, Hazel, Kentucky.
and they had been subsisting, their Own heels.
SHEEP
: Utility to Good 84-95
It's just a that there was no beer. He
apand even thrivirg, oi. sprtng matter of getting
020c lb. slaughter lambs 512.50-13.75.
IL*
used to it.
peared to think that they were
water. They could hardly beWhen be Dad Rimmed eating. belittling or
haiassing him.
lieve this themselves, and they Samoset
obviously relistung Englishmen arid beer must
have
could not explain it to the vis- the .stir he Dad
caused, took been inextricably fastened toitor, who clearly expecteg.asere 111111odie*. ealg
Irons the flank. gether In his mind, and
even
cheer trom Eriglisiunen.
and ruse easily, gracefully. He as ne talked
FURNISHED GARAGE APARThe might have been
"Ify name Samoset," he Said walked hack and forth, delight- having
ment, 1 block from college addoubts
that these really
O
scam end again, thuddang
ministration building, 1606 Farmbia ed with the cloak. He might were Englisfunen after all.
forefinger against his chest_ well nave been, tor it was :,:eant
er. Phone PI 3-2210.
They nastily asked him,
o2Ic
"Me. SartioseL"
for • eir.g. Some tune ago the through Joan
Carver, what ass
"yes we understand that, M. settlers had decided that they It he had called this
place.
would trim it with froggery and Patux-somethin
Samoset. butFIVE BEDROOM HOUSE, TWO
g?
batns, has nice income. Near col"You English. Give me beer, drape it aerate the shoulders of
"Patuxet. Home of the Pokethe first monarch they should nokets. Many,
eh 7"
lege. Call PI 3-2604.
many Pokanoo2Op
meet among the American sav- kets. Fierce
warriors. Not here
They might have sent the
ages, as an opening move of now."
EANCY
boat out to Mayflower and
conciliation_ This trimming, this
'They-went away?'
begged Captain Juries tor sonic
decoration, was yet another of
"No.*
of the orew they Knew tie nod
the tasks that they had intend"But-where are they then?"
* left, but th-• was tittle enough. ed to
do during the voyage, and
'Dead"
and whet there was was turnthat it was not done was due
"All of them?"
ing sour. and Christopher Jones
to the same reason of stowage:
"All dead. Every one. All Ponear the end of his patience.
the coat had been in one place, kanokets dead."
might refuse. They stoppapped
the braid in another, where un• • •
by producing a flask of geo^va
til well after the anchoring no- THE details
came slowly, not
. water, meant only for emerbody could find it. Sines then A because
of any unwillingness
gencies
•
there had been no chance to on the part
of Samoset. but beSamoset accepted this gra- wore on the cloak,
which re- cause his English words
were
ciously. They could gather that mained Dare.
fte.v.
he never bad tasted spirits, lie
Samoset didn't mind. He loved
There had been a plague four
knew that It wasn't beer, but it es It was. He
strutted in it, years ago, since Smith's
visit to
he must have supposed It was back and forth across
the Com- these shores. It might
have
something similar, somet hing of mon House floor. Now
that he been smallpox, with which
the
about the same strength. He had finished eating,
they plied settlers were acquainted.
took a huge sallow and made him with questions.
••
•
• “..4.444••
They could not be sure of
a face that caused them to fear
Amiable as always, he tried this from
Samoiset's description.
-F1
he -night scream, summoning to answer, an, the
result was but certainly it had not
,BUSW,44/.14£.4t..
been
others who lurked in the forest. bedlam. It wag hard
enough to their own waning Sickness, beliarnoset however. once he had make out what
Samoset meant ing much more virulent
LIL' ABNER
Up and
Caught his ire.itit, ont\ grinned to say at any
time.
down the coast and far inland
lie was a angularly good-na1!..kidER's
At length-but not at greet as well
vtylkittic
it had struck, and tribe
I CAN
tured brute.
VOUR EMPLO`IER?
length - an Interrogator WKS after
tribe had been decimated,
EX
/
"Samoset," he pronounced. elected from among
MY EMPLOYER YOU,70`:DD!CK —
them. This quartered, halved - even,
like
illli 'You give me food, eh?"
THE 0S.DEPT OF
was Governor Garver. Instead the rokanok
44AS BORN
WORKING •
ets, wiped out
\
I They did this, it could be of all the white
)EPOR
TAT/ONANG W/.54770/V
men talking at
INI THE
It had hertl worr of all here.
FOR PUBLIC
I
with tinteecomang eagerness. once, the Governor
alone should at Patuxet, Samoset told
1 U.S.A.!! rRAT NUMBER
them_
t.H,THERE 10U 1 BRA.,
They brought biscuit, butter. talk for them.
Even the murderous Mohawks,
Cheese. even a pudding, even a
"1,14E, NIUTS`r! —
The first question was, tact- who used
ONE?
to roam through this
, pie'-- of duck, which he wolted, fully: How
Samoset learned part of New England
READY FOR THE
at will.
Afterward Sarnoeet to speak such impecca
/ beaming
ble Eng- no longet ventured so far
•1•4.'14.4.7- BOAT
east.
tried the geneva water again. lisb!
It wasn't worth while to plunRIDE?
The women, naturally, prelie flushed with pleasure an I der a
desolated land, and the
pared these things, but they explained In very
bad, halting. Mohawks saw no reason to
raid
were not admitted into the ungrammatical, somet
imes when there was no chance
of
Common House while the sae- sheerly stupid English
; but It tribute.
* age was there. Instead, the
as English. lie was a stranger
Many
of the tribes or aubmen took the food from them around here himself, for
he came tribes, weakened to the point
of
at the-doorway. serving It them- from Pemaiiiid. far up
the coast helplessness, had combine
d with
selves Even after Johr Carvet to the north-sornev,h
ere In Sir others, making free of
one anhad sent for a long scarlet rid- Ecolinamio Gorges'
grant, as; other's territory In an agonizi
ng
ing cloak and had draped this well aS they could make
out, attempt to stay alive; but noover the savage's sinewy shoul- up near the French
claims - body would come here
to Paders. they feared to expose the where re was a sagamo
re or tuxet, to occupy the land that
women to this barbarian, who subehtet of a sept
known as the Pokanokets had left,
AWE AA' SLATS
for
might at any moment shrug the Abnotki. which he
paid meant they were afraid even, to
set
the cloak off.
"people of the dawn.'
foot upon it.
I'LL BE BACK IN
Samoset, It %vont] seem, never
lie was down here to visit
The colonists believed that
1110 had seer a stool or beach. To friends and relation
AN HOUR FLAT-AS SOON
I11510E, BIG CASINO. THE
s, and when Sarnoset was trying to tell
them
AS MY MOUTHPIECE
cat, he simply squatted. It he had learned of
COUNTY'S STAKING YOU TO
the appear- that the surrounding savage
s
GETS THE OLD WRIT
looked pncomfortable, even ance at Patuket
A FREE RIDE DOWN TO
of white men thought t his was the
place
OF HABEAS ECRPOS
!painful, but he didn't seem to he decided to try
HEADQUARTERS;
out his Eng- where Death was buried.
But
. mind. He grinned and talked lish, rusty right now,
WORKIN7
and also lightly buried! The grave
was
all through the meal. It would to get some beer. Where
was not deep, and Death might ruse
have been bard to understand the beer? Ile looked
around.
from'it at any time and ravage
him even In the most favorable
Governor Carver diverted him the lan& yet
again.
circumstances; but when his by repeati
ng the question about
I mouth
was full it a-as all but language.
i
The surrounding Indian.;
l impossible, and they had to ask
Why, Samoset had learned are ready
to make bloody war
,him to repeat much of what he English from fisherm
en who on the invaders, the Pilgrim
bad said.
s
.
often put In, in the summer, are going
to find out quickly.
When you stopped to think at i'lemaquid, and he
i
was enor- Continue the story tomorrow.
_ •-

56.60-1410;

)nand

68ed

HOUSE KEEPEtt FOR MOTHERMime with two small girls.
Dewey Pace, Murray Route- one.
ol8p

LEADS LEADS LZADS. ARE you
satisfied with your present job?
Dues it offer a good future ler
you and your family? Are you
making enough money for the
time you spend? If not, we have
ADDING MACHINES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
something that will interest you.
AND TYPEWRITERS
'Male or Icinale 21 yrs. or over
Lodger & Times
considered. No experience necesBales * Service
sary, car needed. Eacellent future
PL 3-1916
potential in one a the largest
PAINT STORES
going businesses today. Contact
Tidwell Paint Store
PL 3-3040 Mr. Stan Bratche
DRUG STORES
r 308 Guthrie
Bldg., Paducah, Ky. from 8:00 o.m.
Scott Drugs ..
PL 3-2547
til 12:00 noon.
19p

LE

— MURRAY, RENTTICAT

LOST FOUND

II
,n's Rodger Bird
90 by scoring
touchdowns in ullp
the previously Wing state Class
ch East Main.

LEDIPER & TIM

•

LDONALD BARR CHIDSEY'S

MAKE IT AuBETTER. DEAL"

lkw Historic./ fotertainment
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HOW? BY

BANK OF MURRAY
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a

49c

21 9c

FINANCING IT WITH US , OUR RATES ARE LOWER !

FOR RENT

hlember F. D. I. C.

I

by Ernie EusiimIller

BRING
YOUR
INVENTIONS
TO
I.M. KOOKY

PATENT

•

IP9c
•

L9c

Is
3-4682
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by Al Oam

GULP!!'-`/EST I Pkii.SENT
AS EVIDENCE THAT
HE WAS BORN,RIGHT
HERE
`iYZARS
AGO ft

IT'S PROOF,ALL RIGHT— L
BUT WHO'S THE:
OTHER 'otkEs•I?

I

12111Mai.

1

•

•
•

•

by

oburn Win Owe'

'IOU HEAR SOME BODY, CAPTAIN -SOMEBODY
CALLING -"SLATS"?

WI

•

_

•
A r.44111
•
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- toed'
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen — PLaza

V
Abr..

Thursday. October '9th
The College High PT A. will
have their annual' family night
pot Itiek supper at 6-30 p.rn. in
-tre-schodi cafeteria. All children
are welcome.
• • •

V

The T-r-o---Cstgrna Alurnid'rtrarrr
will meet 'at the home of Mrs.
Bob Ward. 1509 Sycamore, at 7:30
pin•

rrirrevirr •

wrri:r.s.DAY

0.4 ••.••

•

OCTOT117: .tR, 166i.

3-4947

Soda Calendar
Wedadeday. OetitOrer tatty
The Ladies Pay Luncheon will
be served at _noon at the. Callaway
County Country Club with Sirs.
Bat Ward as chairman of the
hiistesses. For bridge reservations
cal; -Mrs. Don Robinson or Mrs.
'
•••

nut= a rano —

Altar Society ilas
Meet At Home Of •
_ _

Special Purchase of 300 Mens

Petztay. OctesUe-VIRh
The Murray State College !Po- Leo's Altar Society was preside
d
rnen's Society will have a dinner over by Ars. Ray Kern. preside
nt,
at the Student Union Ballroom in her home October 9th. Fr. Mat
at 6:30 pin. In charge of ariange- Singly led the recitati
on of.. The
merits is Mrs. Frances Riche), .ro.sary.
Mrs. Cal-Latther, Mrs. Robstrt Baar
The minutes and treasurer's reand Mrs. Tom Hogancamp.
port..
heard, Also give.n Were
.• • •
reports about the books ordered
Saturday. October .21at
for the Murray Library; and that
A Masquerade Ball will be held flannel has been received from
at the -C'alloisay County Country Vie Lourdes Hospital* for isS5y
Club from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. With •layettes. 'Fr. Mattingly inform
ed
the judging of costumes and thet the group that a variety of rcliggrand march to be promptly at boils'. articles had been receive
d9:30 p.m_ Music will be by Jack and are- now -available..
_
Stsuitosts-iss_
:
.retrestra
The'spaghetti supper given 94
college students by t h e Altar
Society in September was an owervi•hey_
lmlioo
ng sstuCces
entss a:
.d
ereapst
p
.r i‘s.xi-jtel..

•
IT
Irregulars of Regular 530.00 to '40.00
Suits in Flannel and Worsted, Ivy
Models, Regular Models, Longs
Shorts, Regulars and Stouts.

PERsoNALs,

EVerydrie - co-operating, with Ms.
The Mime Department of the
was genuinely comnr
oe ied
Mr. and Mrl.".isibrey Farrrf ,
efyfort
Murray Woman's Club will meet and Mr. and
Mrs:. I. L. Clanton by the president.
at the club house at 2:30 p.m. were the
The group voted the purcbas
, e
Sunday guests of Mr.
Hc-stesses_will_be Mesdames -A.-end Mrs
of new outdoor figures to be use.
Hai- 'Butte. woi ils :aYtris • f,r
F. Doran. Commodore Jones. 0. C. Mr and
the Christmas Nati vity scene.
Mrs_ Lasui Hortsman of
Wells
The
B. Farris.. Veo-tr Orr, Metropolis. lit.
size and of.. a rubber composition
If F NI,•cs-.ke
• • ••
. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Doheftl rendering them weathtr-resistant.
returned to their home in Bowlines! Mrs. John Resit is chairman of
Green Sunday after a visit with the Christmas Card project again
his brother and wife. Mr. and Mrs. this year. General and religious
A. A. Doherty: While here they assortments as well as individual
and Mr. Doherty visited their sis- orders with peivonalized engras Open
ter. Mrs. 0. T. Davis and Mr. ing are obtaiiiible.
6:00 • Start
6:45
Mrs. Wits Nall appealed to the
Davis in Memphis. Tenn.
group to vote -Yes" November
NOW SHOW
• •••
_ ING'
Mr. and Mrs. James Vaughn 7th on the Library Issue.
Fr. Mattingly conducted elle
Edward
s and children. Jeanna and
SPIRIDat
a
ion of the Study Club on
ss,
Jeffrey. of Owensboro were gueg!s
lass week other parents, Mr and mes s-ire of Christ from the New
MGVASS
Mrs. Ra.smond -Workman. Mr. Rid Testament.
Delicious refreshments w ere
Mrs.
Edwards attended the Na; I
P'
A -% t
ti
t•
tional Singing Convention he in served by the hostess to Fr. Mat,---,--e
Memphis. Tenn.. over the week- tingly. two guests. Mrs. Joe Bere,
end. Mrs. Barber Edwards, also and Mrs. Bernard Harvey. and
of Owensboro. visited her sisters eleven members present.
The November meeting will be
. at K:7
• last
!belt at the
. home
'
James and there will be election
-.1 officers. Al!. members are orgte!
ti attend this meeting.

.11

EXTRA SPECIAL!!

OTHER MENS

SUITS
s1995 -

•

-

TO

'5995

—

Coat & Jacket
SALE
Sizes, Infants through 14 Boys and
Girls

-20%

CAR COATS
JACKETS

OFF

Girls, Infants through 14 Dress

COATS 20670off
Loves Children Shop
WE MAJOR IN MINORS

HELP WANTEDExperienced cooks, waitresses,
porters
needed. Also curb girls, no
experience
required. Good pay and working
conditions.

Apply to M1. Cornett at

JERRY'S DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANT
Hazel Highway

MONDAY thru SATURDAY
•

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

MENS ALE. WOOL
REGULAR 15e VALUE

Blazers

WASH CLOTHS
10 for $1.00

• NAVY
• BLACK

*

• OLIVE

*

NEW SHIPMENT

•T•

II IND MIRRORS

• • • •

'1.00

' Mrs. Nix Crawford
Program Leader At ,
Auxiliary Meeting

SPORT
SUITS
HA
TS
$399,0
$499
NEW FALL

la> (111 9

ir

alas'•

""
•111•k99
P

'1.00
NEW SHIPMENT

ALUMINUM WARE
'1.00

MEN'S
BOYS' STRETCH ANKLET
Combed cotton, fortified
with stretch nylon. Grows
with your boil M. L. 19c

STRETCH

FANCIES1,

nylon. Clocks,
embroidered effects,
spaced designs.. _44. Sag

be smart — come early!

,csoalaet

Odaltatatt

W011
•

ovamf -

ELECTRIC IIUNKTT FROM
ONE OF OUR TOP MAKERS

'That Thy W
May Be Known
in Malaya and Ir.' tresia" was the
theme of the
n presented'
at the meeting
.ie Woman's
Missionary Society of the Flint
UL -Approved!
Baptist Church held on Thursday,
RoyaPI-coffoi
blend, long -wear
evening at'- the church,.
nylon bind.
ing.
Mrs. Martin Bailey Jr.. dressed ,
Pink, blue,
green or
as an Indonesian woman, discusscamel. Dbl. bed,
single
ed the customs and dress of the
control.
people of Indonesia. Others taking
j part in the program were Mrs.
Miecon Rickman, Mrs. Junior Gar14111k\
lt-rison, Mrs. Robert Herring, and
Mrs. James Miller.
The prayer chairman, Mrs. Joe
Dee Hopkins read the calendar of
values to 1 .29—bett
er hurry!
'prayer and Mrs. John R. Imes led
' in prayer
New officers are M r s. Paul
Hopkins, .president; Mrs. Bailey,
vice-president; Mrs. James Miller,
secretary: Mrs. Bill Miller, program,' Mrs. Rickman, m is ion
study; Mrs. Joe Dee Hopkins,
Stripes, novelties, tiny
prayer; Mrs. Herring, commune,!
oll•over
prints! Every yard Cryt
missions; Mrs. Odell Colson, stew- '
euality,
crease-resistant!
arnship: Mrs. Bill Gruggett, pubWonderful for
licity', Mrs Garroon, Mrs. Charles I
blouses, lounge wear,
kiddie
'Miller. and Mrs. Thomas Robes's, ;
drrotes. All priced so
low, yOli
social; Mr < Arms. Burks, song!
son buy anti L:1!
36-38'.
l'..rier, Mrs Herring. pianist.

$10

LITTLE OR NO IRON!
FAMOUS MILL COTTONS

6&id

•

_

4

Good Assortment Colors

1...".14KISCISArtit 9111.CISL

-

•

SEWING BASKETS

sale 47c

AGAtt4St

MENS ALL WOOL

NEW SHIPMENT

The Missionary Auxiliary of the
North Pleasant Grove Cumberrand
Presbyterian Church met at tne
Wednesdel evening-at-I
seven o'clock.
Mrs. Nix Crawford was in charge of the program on "Christian
22 Flexible Steel Tines
Giving" with the scripture read:ng and devotion being given by!
RAKE FALL LEAVES NOW
Nix Crawford.
Talks were given as follows:
' Mstive of Christian Giving" tif
Mrs. Pa u 1 Cunningham; 'To- I
workers with God" by Mrs. Elmo
Regularly 99e
Boyd: "Our Gifts" by Mrs. Delia
Covers an 18" wide path in
Graham.
Mrs. J. H. Walls of Paducah. one sweep' Sturdy. yet flexible steel tines won't rig
second vice-president elf the Presbyterial Missionary Auxiliary, led
grass.
4
the opening prayer. Following a
hymn the program was closed i
with the Wayside benediction.
A report of the Presbytery held
at Paducah October 5 was given
by Mrs. Edwin Cain.
Mrs. Ed Glover. president, presided at the meeting. She ape
pointed a nominating committee
as follows: M is. Edwin Cain,
chairman. Mrs. Dick Jance. and
Mrs. Dan Knouff.
During the social hour Terra,merits were served to the seven, test n members and five visitors
present.
-

Flin Missionary
Societyllas Meet
Thursday Etvning

MENS

YOUR NEW COAT IS HERE!
Season's top looks: Shoulder-wide collars edged with fringe,
side -slanting envelope collars, bell-sleeves underscored by a single
important button. Free-swinging sunburst backs, clutches that wrap
you in a narrow column of luxury! Every coat insulated.
Exciting fabrics: Honeycomb all wools, butter-soft wool and
cashmere blends, tweeds, plaids-big, bold, full of dramatic effects
Your size is here, Misses' 8 to "i0, juniors' 5 to 15 in group.

ilELK-SETTLE
114 South 541 Street

Phone PLaza 3-3773

Murray, Kentucky

4
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Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation in
The County

The Newspaper
With The
Circulation

Intr-rnallonal

Murrayans Active In

IN OUR 82 d YEAR

Murray, KT., Thursday Afternoon, October 19, 1961

Methodist Men's
Club Is Formed

Mate

Hoffa Charged
Second Time
On Mail Fraud

MURRAY POPULATION 10 100

P-TA Membership
Drive At Almo

Vol. LXXXII No. 246

Contract Let On
West Turnpike

-On Tuesday night. October 17Th,
Are you a PTA member? Is
at 7:00 p. m., the men from Lynn
your child represented by you mr
Grove-Goshen Charge met at the
their school P-TA? October is
home of Rev. and Mrs. Athel
The Kentucky Art Education ed. Art teachers from the elePTA membership month ands.the
Shepherd, 807 Poplar St.. for the
Association is holdrng' -sr -confer- mentarys" school through college •
Almo P-TA is setting their new
.purpose of organizing a Methosnee this' weekend at Mammoth °and graduate level will attend the
1961 goal for 200 members. The
dist Men's Club.
'Pave National Park. Registration meetings.
president, Mrs. Ralph Reavis states
Rev. Shepherd presided over the
President of the Association for
is scheduled for Friday afternoon.
that the membership committee
, meeting. The values, the goals,
ORLANDO,
Fla.
(11ff - Teamsand meetings will be held through 1961-62 is Miss Clara M. Eagle, and
will be sulieiting for new members
the needs of this club were tees President
James R. floffa
Murray State College. Vice- Presinoon Sunday.
and each P-TA member is ask,to
1 FRANKFORT, Ky. ISPF s- A
titseussed and the organizing was will be arraigned
for the second
The conference's special guest dent Cortez Francis of Sue Ben- started by
invite someone to the next meet'contract for the first section If
electing the following time in 10 months today
on mail
speaker is Dr. Augu.st Fruendlich, nett College is also program chair- officers:
ing which will be November 6 in
the West Kentucky Turpike was
fraud charges stemming from alchairman of the art department man and Richard Jackson of Murthe school cafeteria. The execulet today to the Axton ContractPresiders Charles Rob Adams; leged misuse
of $500.000 in Teamsa; George Peabody College in no State is secretary-treasurer.
tive
committee
wal inset at 1:30
. jog Co., of Jeffersonville. Ind.
Vice-President, Donald Crawford; ter funds.
Nashville, since September. 1958. 1 Special 'exhibits from St. Mary's Secretary.
and
the regular meeting will be
The contract for grade and
. Groover A. Parker;
A graduate of Antioch College, College of Notre. Dame and the 'Treasurer,
at it:00.
I drain work s on a 61 mile see'
Carrot Martin Rugers; ,, Hfts and...Detroit banker Rub
J•
who holds the--eleeettratesfrom New-George Peabody College. for Teach•Illeporter,
Anyone not contacted who deIlion of the road from East View
James A. Parker; At. :it': 'E. -McCarthy Jr.. a co-defendlark University. Dr. Fruendlich era will be on display. Art
sires membership should contact
-- films. tendance Officers. Joel Crawford, ant, were scheduled to enter pleas
in Hardin County to Big Clifty in
By United Press International
as head of the art department stades and reproductions sea
one of the following members,
H. Darrell Wilson.
before U. S. District Court Judge
Grayson County was let on a sueSTEPHEN Q. ALLEN
LOUISVILLE,
Ky.
IUPla
W.
at Eastern Michigan College in used to emphasize various disMrs. Layne Shanklin, Mrs. Ralph
Those attending were Joel Craw- Dozier Devane, who accepted their
1 cessful bid of S1.225.94-4 Ypsilanti for four years before elusion .points. A special art party ford, Lennis
Evans, Mrs. Bud l Hopkins and C. Padon, farm service adviser
The West Kentucky Turnpike
Hale, Gambel Hughes, pleas of innocent . to the same
for
the
Kentucky
Utilities
becoming the first person to fill %sill be the feature of the Satur- Carl
Co..
Mrs. Cecil Ta)lor.
will be a toll facility linking the
Lockhart. Sanders Miller, charges here last Dec. 16.
Piducah,
was
named
Wednesday
the George II. Sullivan Professor day evening program vibich fol- Groover A.
All parents are urged to come
'Kentucky Turnpike and Interstate
If convicted, they could receive
Parker, James A. Parkship of Arts Education at Pea- lows the conference dinner in the er, Luther
and help reach the 200 member to succeed J E. Stanford as direc- .75 near Elizabethtown with the
Parks. Lee Redden. up to 20 years in prison and be
tor
of
public
relations
'dining room of the Mammoth Cave and
body.
for the
goal. Come join and help us plan
H. Darrell Wilson.
fined up to $85.000 each.
'Jackson Purchase section near Pais Park Hotel Frank Gunter of Slurconference
program
The
and carry out what is best for Kentucky Farm Bureau Federa- alairab
Plans were made for the next
The
Calloway
County
Homemaktion.
A
graduate
of the University
planned so that each delegate will ray is in charge of thts special meeting
Judge Dismisses Case
sour child, your schools and your
to be held on Monday
Gov. Bert 7. Combs said at
ers will study -Social Security
of Kentucky. Padon taught vocaparticipate in the group 'discus- event.
ciammunity.
night. Nov. 13th. for dinner at
and
its
Effects
They
were
on
the
Family'.
first
tional
indicted Dec.
agriculture in Daviess Coun- Princeton. Ky, last Monday that
Group discussion leaders will the Lynn
sions which follow the speeches
a••••••••••••..--IIPTGrove Methodist Church. 7. but that case was
ty for four years and was active 'construction would begin as fast
dismissed for their November lesson. Stephen
• AO) Dr. 1;ruendlich. Emphasis on include Edward H. Rannells, Ray- . Refreshments
were served by July 13 by U. S. District
in Paduclith and McCracken Coun- ias land is bought and made avail-CoUrt Q. Allen. Specialist in Agricultural
th the quality and the content mond Barhart. Miss Jaunita Todd. Mrs. Athel
able.
Shepherd.
s
•
Judge Joseph Lieb. He ruled that Economics from the University st
ty civic affairs.
of art education courses as they .John Tusks. -s\frs. Nelle Peterson,
He said ground-breaking certthe grand jury that indicted them Kentucky will give the lesson.
relate to the present trends in William Loy. Daniel Shindelbowninnies will be held within $O
Mr Charles Whitaker, District
had been improperly selected
geneial education will be stress- er, William Weaver. Miss Elsie
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
- Ed days near Leitchfield. and that
FRANKFORT. Ky. -- Nine new
It
Ssecurity .Representative
But a second grand jury. em- Social
Kennedy
- - -a net
Mrs.
Marjorie
Beck,
captain
of
the
1958
Unipaneled Sept. 25, handed (town from l'aducah. Kentucky will be airports, representing an invest- versity of Kentucky NCAA cham- is hoped the highway will be
Straub Door prizes , for the eonsneaker indictment containing 16 there the last hours'of the meet- ment by the State of more than pionship basketball team will ready for use by early in 19.1.
ference will be furnished by leado
The governor said the project
ins; to answer any questions that $12 million, will be dedicated preach at Highland
counts Oct. 11.
1 : ing art supply dealers and willNtarthgclist will ,,be broken down into sections
Emergency Beds
3
Oct 28. according to Kentucky
Lieb ruled that the grand- jury the- leaders may wish to ask.
be given to lucky ticket holders.
Church
here
Firday. Saturday small enough that individual'Kei
Patients Admitted___5_
As
ero
innautics Commissioner Philip
t.
Mr Allen is a graduate of the s
that issued the first indletment
• A spec-tat feature idsfIls Program .-- -Patients Dismissed
and Sunday. Beck currently is tucky contractors will be
0 had been selected from state jury University. of Kentucky and has
able Its
sill be a Mammoth Cave Orientsstudying for the Methodist min- bad on them, since
New Citizens
2
.
Gov.
there
Bert Combs, Lt. Gov. Wilare fe*
lists, which are composed of the a Masters Degree in Agricultural
tion in the Visitor's Center Muistry at Condler School of Theo- highway construction
Patients admitted from,, Monday rames of men only, taken
firms in the
from Economies. Mr. Allen does educa- son Wyatt. Swift and other offi- logy. Emory University, Atlanta,
seum under direction of Mr
state
8:00 a. m. to Wednesday 8:00 voter registration lists.
equipped
to
handle large •
This ex- tional work as Field Agent thro- cials will participate in the oneBrown, curator.
scale contracts.
is m.
day dedicatory flight, which will
cludes all women and all men not ughout the State.
The Kentucky Art Education
BARBOURVILL
E.
Ky.
(UPI
Drstake them to all sections of the
Association is the art section of 1 Mrs. Zelna ftumfelt. fit 2: Mimi registered to vote
F.. T Franklin. Union College
state
Iloffs and McCarthy are acthe Kentucky Education Associa- Alice Keys. 1320 West Main; Mrs.
president from 1915 to 1928. will ou
I
The
caravan
of
airplanes
will
cused
of
using
$500.000
in
funds
Steps were taken yesterday to lion One three day fall confer- James D Thornton. 1619 Calloway;
be the principal speaker Satur
take
from
off
Capitol
City
Airfrom
Detroit
four
locals
to
proform a Mental Health Chau!,r ence meeting and one spring sirs. Joh n Deume, Box 295, Sams_
port, Frankfort. at 815 a m. (EST). day at the college's homecomin Murray el et. well at
tlimalses• meeting - are held an- -burg, Tenn.; Cecil Houston, 502 mote Sun Valley Inc., a housing
ing alumni banquet. Former alum- la"
development
near Cape CanaverThe Music Department of the First at" is the Cynthiana air- ni presidents will be honored.
meeting in the 0111-0ssay tC4.11olsud441,peally• N../
So 6th., Mrs. Orval Evora, ON
i
port.
Other
airports
to
be
dedial.
Women's Club held its
Health Ceelow.
i''• Artive member*" in tS-• Ken- Sycamore, Mrs. Ray Lyons. Rt.
aecond meeting of the season
Represe• tatives of marine pilau. 1 tray Art Education Assermation 2. Dover. Tenn.: Thomas Itineh,
on eated are On This strata- Olive
Change Mall Fraud
Tuesday. October 17. at the Cluta•Hill. Harlan. Campbellsville, Eli- firt Parrett. 22, Taylorsville, died
'orations and institutions WO. PM i is .open
to any art teacher in the 502 South 11th., Mrs. William
_'
D.
zabethtown. Muhlenberg County
wseet for.the-- mestag-ami-ImaapseipubliaseM private schools ASSOCIale Weil!, Star Rotate. Mayfield;
Wednesday in a hospital here
The gevernment charged that Ileum. Members and about fifty
ary officers were elected
membership is open to profession- Thomas Riley, Rt 3. Benton; Lar- it was a privately owned corpora- ruests enjt:ned hearing selections (Central City•Greenvilles Elkton, of injuries suffered Tuesday in
Murray
Fulton.
and
Dr Butterworth, County Health al and commercial artists, students ry Dale Conner. Rt. 5, Benton: non but was promoted as Teams. from the Rodgers and Hammerfarm tractor accident. Authori.
All the airports have been com- •
Officer was present and .James and interested lay persons.
ties said Parrett was driving •
Robert Kirks. 310 No. 5th., Carl terspimsored and as a haven for steinBrodway Hit. -The Sound pleted within
One person was injured this
the
yearond-alast
. of Music", sung by the DepartOverbey and Robert 0 Miller retractor in Spencer County when morning about 8.00 o'clock in an
.
Wayne Greenfield. Rt. 1. Benton. retired Teamster members
half
presented the legal profession
Is. lost control and was pinned accident which occurred in front
The defendants, charged. the mem Chorus under the direction
Miss Charlene Holt. Rt. 5, Bent.
Combs and Wyatt will be the
Dr Ralph
Dean M a I '
between the vehicle and a treat. of the Ezell Beauty School oa
on; Susan Kay Adams, 803 Synny government, used the mails and of Mrs. Howard ()lila and accom- principal
speakers at the 10 dediSparkman. Wilson Gannt. W B
North Fourth Street
Lane; Mrs. Joe Rasburn, Rt. 1. interstate telephone and telegraph panied at the piano by Mrs. Rich. cations.
Although the caravan
ard Farrell. Featured in the proMoser were educators present and
EARLINGTON. Ky 1171 - Funn Grove, Mrs Willena Puckett lines to promote a fra
Police reported that Roy Gene
ud...will make only brief stops at
gram
were
a
yoacl
trio.
Mrs. Charlotte Barker. Counselor
"Maria
.
The first indictment also induct
neral services for Dr. W. L. Dunn of Murray route three was
Tillman, College Station, Mrs. Aueach cit). most of the cities are
sting
by
Mrs.
Robert
at Murray High School also at
0
Miller.
die Miller. Rt. 1. Mayfield: George ed Henry Lower, a Hoff3 aide '
planning more extensive programs Morse. an 83-year-old retired phy- proceeding north on Fourth street
*tended
a An Inter - k'hurch Fellowship Hewett, 1704 Farmer; Earl Frank- from Detroit But Lower died of Mrs. John Ed Scott and Mrs. Wilsician who died Tuesday night. in a 1953 Mercury sedan and that
Many other people attended this meeting of the Paducah Area of lin Barnett, Hardin. Mrs. Sherrill cancer in Detroit Aug 28. while Lam F-urgerson. and a solo "Six - during the day. The visit of the will he held here Friday A na- Claude Wilson. Jr. of 511 South
initial meeting including repre- the Kentucky Council of Churches Gargus. 1405'2 Main St ..Mrs. Wil- fighting extradition to California. lien Going on Seventeen" sung State officials will be part of tive of Caldwell County Morse Sixth street was proceeding
south
each program.
sentatives of banking, Girl Scouts. o ill he held in the Broadway Me- ham A. Barnhill and baby giri where he was wanted for escap- by Mrs. Vernon Shown
attended Western Kentucky State on Fourth in a 1958 International
,
1
purpose
The
of
the
multi-dediJohn
Mrs.
Pasco
spoke
11'oman's Club. Homemaker clubs. lhodist Church in Paducah Friday Route 2, Buchanan. Tenn ;
to the
college and was graduated in truck
Mrs. ing from a road gang in 1959
and several ministers of the city • afternoon and .evening, with re- 1 William Lawrence and baby boy. while serving a term for issuing assemblage urging all to vote lcation program rastweefold. It dem- 1903 from the University of LouDunn said that he slowed to
onstrates
mobility
the
of
the
air•
yes"
the
for
proposed tax to
and county.
gastration beginning at 200 o'clock. iKirksey; George Landoll, 1002 fraudulent checks.
,. ille School of Medicine
allow a car in front if him to
plane
and
emphasizes
also
the
support
Murray's growing Public
Robert 0. Miller was named
Choral music will be provided , Payne: Mrs. Max 'Bailey, Rt. 2;
pull into the 'Ezell Beauty School
importance of the current Statt
library on a parrnanent basis.
temporary chairman of the group by the Milburn Cumberland Pres- Miss Lorna Ross, Rt 2.
LEXINGTON, Ky. 'lel - Dr. lot and that as he did so his
airport
construction
program.
Following the program. delicious
and Wilson Gannt. vice-chairman . hsteraan Church There will be Patients dismissed from Monday
Richard P Goldthw•it glacial brakes pulled his front wheels
Swift said the Aeronautics Derefreshments were served by hostMrs C. ('. Lowry was named sec .a lecture by Dr. George V Moore 8:00
geology specialist and director left an the traffic stream. Dunn
00
a. m. to W•d'es"
partment
°1
contributed
8
'
$568,919
totoses Mrs. C. C. Lowry. Mrs E C.
retary-treasurer Miller appointed 'of the College of the Bible. Israof the Institute of Polar Studies received head injuries and a cut
Parker, Mrs. Paul Shahan. Mrs ward construction of the 10 new at Ohio State University will on the forehead,
eli several committees to investigate ington, and a conference directed
Master Greg Bogard. Rt. 6, Lybut his injuries
airports
The
Department
currentElizabeth - Thomason, Mrs Albert
several avenues which are neces- by the Rey. Gerald se ok i las or , mon Coursey, Dexter, Mrs. John
speak at • banquet Saturday at were not considered serious.
The New Concord Redbirds will Tracy. Mrs. Charles ('lark
Sill,' to the establishment of a Hoplunsville
Mrs ly is spending about $1 7 million the 47th annual, mooting of the
Dunn's
'Garland. Rt. 1. Almo. Mrs. Mar• be trying to even
car
is owned by William
the score Fri- Bill Crouse. Mrs. Julian Evans. a year for airport construction Kentucky
permanent chapter
Academy of Science. E. Dunn and the truck is owned
: The uvening program will in- shall Brandon and baby girl. Rt day night as
and improvement.
they invade the and Mrs. James C. Hart,
Wilson Gannt will contact Dr 1chide the dinner and an address I. Almo; Mrs. Larry Chaney, Box
50
Some
technical
and scientific by Newell Knight
strong hold of the Almo Vtarriors
- - --Ralph Tesseneer. local F'sycholog- by the Rev. Nevin Danner, Exe- 1272. College Station; Baby girl
papers will be presented at the
Dannie Dunn and Larry SiloAlmo came out victor in their
RUMMAGE SALE
1st. as to treatment facilities clause Secretary of the Evansville. Bennett. General Delivery, Mrs
meeting
to be held at the Uni- man. passengers in the Dunn car
previous meeting
James Overbey will investigate the Indiana, Council of Churches. The Ruby Oakley, Rt. 4, Benton; Mrs. ,
versity of Kentucky.
were not injured.
Other grade school action in
The Lynn Grove Woman's Solegal aspects of forming a chapter Rev. Henry McKenzie. pastor of Paul Bleck, 307 Irsan. Master
City Policemen Charles Peeler
the county finds Kirksey meet- ciety will have
a
rummage
sale
here
College United P r e s by t en i an Christopher Clopton. 703 Vine; ing Lynn Grove
and Gene Parker attended the
.0 Lynn Grove. Saturday, October 21st. in the
NOW YOU KNOW
Mrs. Dee Imes will cheek on a Church. Murray. will Preside over Mrs. Harold'Jones, Almo; Dr. Faxon's
accident
The Woialmen of the World
selseduled game •wRh Ha- 'building adjoining the Pc o p I e s Camp
meeting place and personnel need- the evening deliberations.Earle Tisdale, lIt. 5. Benton.
No. 592 has presented the
:el has reportedly been cancelled. Bank
chapter.
.' ed for the
Mrs. C. C
College United Presbyterian
I
Lowry and Mrs. Barletta Wrather
By United Press International
Church with an American Flag
II
will handle the publicity and pubThe original plans for the Capiwhich will be dedicated on Sunlic relation.; work
day. October 22. The pastor has tol building in Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Barker. Guy Loving and
Dr. William
by
purchased a Christian Flag and were drawn
Rev Hoyt Owens will report on
the two flags will be placed in Thornton, a West Indies physican
counseling statistics at the next
the Sanctuary Sunday morning at in 1793. ,
meeting Reports will he made
the 10:45 a. m. service of worship
A dog poisoner apparently is
by all of the committees named
A member of the Board of
working again after a bref letup.
at the next meeting and permanTrustees of the Church will formProfessor J. C. Winter of North
ent officers will be elected
ally: receive the American Flag
Sixteenth Street said that his
The ultimate goal iif the newly
from representatives of the W.
Beagle was stricken yesterday and
FRANKFORT, Oct. 19 - Eight was one of the first to be accepted! Bookmobile
• formed Mental Health Chapter
service for all citizens continuation of support by
died last night at a veteriniffian's
the 0. W. Camp and a member of
will be the establishment of a counties in t h e Commonwealth by the Federal Government, The I in each reVon.
the Board of Elders will receive
State.
01fice.
Mental Health Center here in will be faced with a question in plan involved development ofl
To date, six counties have voted 'the Christian Flag from members
Another dog was poisoned on
Murray. The time and place of the general elections Nov. 7 which regional libraries as demonstraAll counties participating in this
of
the
Westminster
Fellowship
Beale street. Approximately fifty
the next meeting will be announ- could very well decide the future tions of improved library a n d development were required to in- to maintain their, tibraries and group of the Church.
dogs last their lives at the hands
of the public library system in
ced at a later date.
crease their local support for li- Bookmobiles permanently wi t h
Special music will be by the
of the poisoner a short time ago.
funds from their fiscal courts.
Kentucky.
brary, service. Headquarters counWestmanstsr Fellowship College
A reward of almost $200 is in
These eight counties will have
ties - where the regional library They are Allen. Barren, Critten- Choir, afM1 the pastor's theme for
the hands of the sheriff which
den, Hardin, Metcalfe and Wayne
the opportunity of voting "yes"
would be located - provided six
the day will be "Dynamic Christwill he paid to anyone giving
ta- "no" to a, special tax for the
cents per $100 assessed property counties.
ianity.s
information as to who the poisonmaintenance and operation of a
1
value within the county. Other
Following passage in 1960 of
er might be.
public library district in each
counties within the region were permissive legislation for a count%.
KEESLER APR. Miss. - Airman required to
ca runty.
provide three cents to vote a special tax for library
TOBACCO ADVISORY
The counties facing this decision Third Class Wayne S. Cordrey. pet $100 assessed property value.
kr nsise rein hasessradmad
service, Henry County became the
Louisville. Ky. an - The hurare Calloway, Clay, Floyd, Morg- son of Mr and Mrs. Gail S. Cots All of this money came from the first
ley tobacco curing advisory for
to do so in November 1960,
drey of 906 Sycamore St.. MurLeon Collie has purchased
Western Kentucky - Mostly an. Nicholas, Owen, Pendleton and
general funds of the individual by a three-to-one majority.
Kentucky and southern Indiana
ray, Ky . recently graduated from
Whitley.
cloudy. windy and cooler, with
county fiscal courts.
'prepared by the U. S. department
These eight counties which have Lampkina Motor Sales on East
the
19-week
Ground
Radio
Operacrossroads
The
nature of this
scattered showers beginning this
The Library Extension Division chosen to decide the fate of their Main street and will operate the TRIGGERS FURORE-Margery of Commerce Weather Bureau in
tor course at Keesler AFB. Miss,
morning and ending this after- vote stems from the Library Servwould then provide a regional libraries in November face the : business in the future as Leon Michelmore, 233. of Foxboro. ,:cooperataon with the University
At
Dickenson
AFS,
N
Dak..
he
Mass.. whose home-bound post- of Kentucky Department of Agro1Collie New' and Used Cars
noon High today in me1-60s. clear- ices Act passed by Congress in
will operate ground radio re- staff, including a trained librarian same proposal that Henry County
1 The business is located at Sec- card describing primitive con- 'nomy.
ing and cooler tonight, low 38. 1956, which authorized Federal
ceivers and transmitters for air- and thousands of books, records, adopted last year. The permissive
ond and Main streets Joe Phil- ditions in Nigeria went astray
Friday mostly sunny and cool, aid to rural libraries Under the
Predictions are for higher huIto-ground and point to-point com- films' and other items to be used k•gislation allows a tax of up to
provisions of this act. Kentucky
lips and Lowry Parker will assist and resulted in students at midity today and Friday but tohigh in the low 60s
throughout the region.
20 cents per $100 assessed properteat ions.
mun
Temperatures at 5 a m (EST).: receives the maximum Federal
lbadan College University de- bacco curing conditions are exDemonstrations were to culyeias 1y; however. Henry County's re- Collie in the business.
Through its modern, specialized
Collie is well known as a car manding that all 37 U.S. Peace pected to remain good. In order
Louisville 41). Lexington 55, Cov- allowance of $205,000 annually.'
schools, facilities and electronic nate in a vote for continued Ir- quest was a modest seven cents
dealer in Murray having operated Corps members be ousted froM to cure the best quality leaf, adington 55. Paducah' 57, Bowling This year, the State has upped equipment.
Keesler trains thous- brary service and local support per $100. In the forthcoming elec- a business here for a
Green 50, London 45 and Hopluns- its share of the library appropria- ands
number of the country. The Peace Corps %see from the U. of K. Departof officers and enlisted men for each county library. If the tions. none of the counties con- years.
group it training in the Niger- ment of Agronomy indicates that
vine 56.
tions to $176,000 for regional de- yearly. Our
vote
were
negative,
the
graduates
materials cerned will ask for more than
continue' to
He invites his friends and cus- ian capital for teaching assic
Evansville, Ind., 60.
: barn vents should be opened durvelopment.
distinguish themselves throughout and staff were to be withdrawn. eight cents per 1100. and three
tomers to call on him at his new
merits in the year-old NeM`• ing the daytime and closed
Huntington. W./(a:; 50.
•
Kentucky's regional library plan the world.
at
If affirmative, plans called for
Centinued on Pelp Six
location on East Main Street.
harem, a former British colony. ,night.
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Mr. and Mts. Will Norsworthy
were Friday evening guests of
Mrs. Lavada. Stress.

I HURS1).\Y -- tK lt)IIER i, i96L

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger and Times File
IN MI DRIVE1S SEAT AT 71-Former President Eleenhoesie
drives his wife, Mamie. to their sun's home in Gettysburg, Pa.
for a special party. The general's grandchildren had prepared
a play to Ma acted out tos haat It boom of his 71st ballads".

11JI

Mrs. Ilyron Ellis of Flint, Michigan, daughter of Mrs.
Georne jtruwn uf NItirrav.__liassed away at St, Josepll Hospital in Flint last n_is_tMrs. Ellis wits burn and reared in
Ite
-ctitInty.

Time Enough
To Read

Me,,- Janice Sul.ktt s as, removed hi, the home of her
Farms, \l r. and Mr,. Roy \\ eatherly, on Saturday after
saelviineed
r &teed ereao weeks.
t-he- ht,
Would )uu hese tune to TU
The Calloway Comity 1:ranch 4.f 'the .ksso('iation of eThild- time were not the object"! Could
hood Education met NIonday in Miss Rubie Smith's 'room at you find the-time if you had to
Murray State ft ith the president. Mist Kathleen Patterson. read under serious handicaps' I
;.residing.
have met some people recently

who can and do.
There is a little blind boy who
must read his books through other
peoples eyes. I have seen him hold
a book, turn the pages with his
sensitive fingers while longing to
see the bright pictures and wishing to read the words for himself.
He has the time.
—
know a )oung man who is
pathetically eager to learn to read,
but because of a brain injury his
reading consists of pictures and
illustrations. His Mind cannot
grasp the meaning of a page of
words, alti-aiugh quite a bit of his
time is spen t. -poring through
books.
A lovely middle-aged lady has
recently lost her sight. Her books
are talking records played on a
special talking machine.-- These
tarok records are a great pastume
to her whose time MA become

VARSITY: Fri - Sat. "Gunfight,"
teat 67 istiase-starts at 1:00, 3:55,
6:33 and 9:25. "Angel 'Babs," feat.
95 mins.,"starts at 220, 5:18 and
8:16.

Carol Johnston of Murray State
College spent the weekend at
her home here.

The War for the Union 1861-65 in Pictures

The ready-made shoe industry, the ready-made
PATENT IRON BOUND
clothing business, and the canning industry' all got big impetus in /S61-65.
LS,
Rapid expansion of --Union - military'
forces created unprecedented demand
JOHN BEDFORD, PAdadelpdia,
for shoes of certain types. Enlistment
ISPI,CTFULLY ishwas the pdalse in genssal, ard ttort-Iteopece
of many shoemakers multiplied the
in partk•lar, that he rs now prepared to u.pply thorn with ill<
&problems of making the shoes. There
bow vah.able goods, wholesale and maul, on modelatereoss
were only rudimentary mass producEduarmaket.
ma, oe supplant soda patent - r,
.gatt, Oft offry
?t'ey sit and it F.sltly th••inseceet Is else" ea they on. by,
tion methods; most of the work was
this improresstre, make to•r timesthe Towel'ol &DK
done by hand.
•nit thief usal
ne Ka.ors, far etamole.thautsal mark of Arse men •only tante
Dumb.,
Fortunately. Gordon McKay had
paar of eonosen thaws pet d.ty,
,
*nerves,
in
the
oispresed way, 3 as,
taken decisive steps toward mechanizaeutst.i.t_w athemerr co.f51,!!.
goatiegle frier, par per
tion...One day in 1857, McKay saw a
cobbler, Lyman Blalm using a pedal. 111 A step to maws production, as
shown In ad hi
propelled machine to attach soles to
Pre-fab strips let soles be fixod to tippers
upped!, instead of sewing them with of cheap shoes quickly.
awl and waxed thread.
McKay, a mechanic, sensed the potentialities of the, device for the strops
Centered at Lynn, Mass.
McKay bought the rights and set to
work with Blake to adapt the machine
to a variety of shoe work. Not daunted
by resistance at Lynn to mechanism.
McKay opened two factories and made
shoes for the Army himself. Then,
with the utility and economy of
the machines proven, he went back
to the shoe producers emcee:dully.
He leased the machines on the
basis of payment for each boot
made with in.
origerof themanufacturing royalty system.
--('LARK KINNAIRD
Right: Original working
del of
laman Blake shoe-sets Ing nuteltitte,
before Blake-McKay improvements.

No.8'2

Bootees and ,Shoes.

It is the season of the year
when the moon shines brightest.
The sea s o n which seems the
quietest, when all of nature appears lo have fallen asleep in
profound silence.

girl who was very thrilled at hadPeak lumber production in Kening 'access to a Boikmabile Litucky was in 1907 when nearly
brary. After reading a book she
billion beard feet were produced
would take her time to wilts
and fbil-time empleament was
llama you notes and e
provided for 30 thousand-people.
Ar-rn in the books she had re
Will you use pdrt, of ,your valuable time to visit your dewntown
Library
and
Bookmobile.
Learn
Ant- entoarnent ad -reeding a good
book.
Wr `• e by
Mi
Hen Trevathan
B.,
le Librarian

Now isfilwA New World of Worth from Chevrolet
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1.nc Chogroiet I Impala Sport

'62 CHEVROLET
Step right ,n -ad feel lusurioes. Fine, comfortable car, isn't id?
A car oak it-la:need' ride ... •ith a eee rimier of %A power...
kyncer liied beauty (front feeders have steel aliderskirts is kelp
fend off rust sad storte-s). For '62., here's more thaa ever Is like.
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Hasn't this one got it, though! Fourteen lovely. lively
models to choose from, with your pick of an economical 6 or
(right up to a
your special favorite of five vigorous
41)9-hp powerhouse". For putting that power to work just
the way you want it, there are four tranemimtiona.
More!
! Plenty. You've Rot Jet-smooth ride, Body by
Fisher craftsmanship, and handy helpers like longer lived
mufflers for all engines.
Still more! You bet. And your Chevrolet dealer's just
kicking to tack U. off for you firsthand.
-oonoom or aro. coif
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on any size sack of SELF-RISING or PLAIN'

Pillsbury's BEST Flour
either of your favorite types of Pillsbury's BEST •
Flour—self-rising or plain. Remember the important difference: Pillsbury's BEST
Self-Rising Flour has just the right amounts of fine baking powder and salt already
added for your convenience.
Here's your chance Li sace lie on

NEW CHEVY II
Sesssibildr

tie Samba beat Ma folaffo war has of ears!

Here's sturdy simplicity to save money in service
and maintenance. Uncompromising economy (your
choice of a 4- or 6erylinder engine in most models I.
Steadfast Chevrolet dependability. Body by Fisher
craftsmanship. Engineering advanees like the MonoPlate rear springs; ter eliminate the squeaking and
friction of multi-leaf springs. Nine new-size models
in all (including the soon -to-be-available hardtop,
convertible and wagonsi with roominer to. spare.
More details? Your dealer's loaded with 'ern.

Better for biscuits... BEST for all your baking
4=V1.1•• MIS on.

•••

•*0millen.fee•••

154

WORTH 15(

on any size sack ofSELF-RISING or PLAIN

hiase

TO 010allit. If you snow 1CP toward the gum
price of the At.ove prodwhen this coupon is presented to 3,00 h1/ m retail customer. issuing
roam:U.1w, will redeem for Int plum 24 handling east. proroline
you
morreorter coupon to monitfarturees 'unman or moil to whirr.. below.
Ihrnit one 11,111p..r. per purrhose, Void tintem
uuirml an the,.

•

your IneA1 authorired Cherroki denier's

FLOUR

fn.rine,

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
HAZEL HIGHWAY

MURRAY, KY.

pf.o..14,1.41.IVP or

,
•1
or atinio

1;,...1 only in

where proholotedl, t,.•eil of ot hereto*!Minded
A. cash value 1,101
•

THE PILLSBURY COMPANY, BOX 802, MINNEAPOLIS 110, MINN.
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PLaza 3-2617
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71eCENTZNNIAL SCRAPBOOK

I have always thought that October was the. prettiest month of
all wen this year. The droulE
haa burned up most of the leaves
and vegetation The prettiest tree
f have seen ls, a Black Gum- wn
Ken Hardesty's lawn.
The tree is blood red all over,
so pretty. I always called October
the golden month because you
gather pumpkins, corn, and the
vegetables all turn golden and
red.'

r

se
TESTED FOR MOON TRW-Tomorrow'. astronaut may return from ths 460.000-mile roundtrip to ins moon in a space vehicle I.ke Una, one of several designs wind-tunnel-tested
at Republic Aviation. It la shown folded and open. The vehicle V.;11 have to be stAe to 'cabstand speeds up to 20.000 mph and re-entry temperature or 3,000 degrees. Wings
on each aide of the delta-shaped fuselage neat* upeard after till vehicle has entered
Earth's atrimerhere Lad slowed down. They provide the lift and stability needed for
s:.fe landing. A, 1.:al glider-fashion landing could be automatic or manuaL (Centeel Prose)

AIRBORNE-This weird craft being demoniagated In Moscow
. rims on a cushion of air generated by two ordinary motorcycle engines which tern a six-propeller ventilator. The air
stream lift, the car about foul inches off the ground. The
tar has no wheels, no gear box, no springs. It is intended for
deavery in iiirat districts, and -in the future may haul
small amounts of freight.

.„)

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Set-irk
o f Milwaukee, Wisconsin, a r e.
spending their vacation in Kenc
tucky. They arrived at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Luther White
Saturday morning in time to have
breakfast with them.

God made everything a work
of beauty tio keep man inspared.
Thus It is as we come to love
beauty more and more we become more intelligent and see in
It has been my priviledge to all beauty divine life.
meet -a woncierful elderly gentleCould it not be I. asible as we
man in this county who is a most
avid reader. He furnishes inspira- pass from the autumn years of
tion to a large number of people our life on to- eteraity..tnat we,
with-his knowledge. of great writ- I ake the trees and -Hewers, will
ings and poetry. He lives alone 1 rise again to live a new life and
now, and much of his time is be clothed in a different garb in
a new world.
spent reading his beloved books.
- Lavada Stress
Two' years ago
met a little

torers ofgood ears-what more eouhl you want!

•

South Benton

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER-

'Owen L'illingtun, 'tate Representative front the Seventh
District, Calloway L utility. has been named to handle details
4-71- 11CO..- Ead.ilev Inuturati-W Mai Will come
Nlundar.

1961

••••••••••••••

Members of the eeligious sect
that flourished, more than a hundred )ears ago-In Kentucky, known
as the Shakers, originated the
custom of drying sweet corn for
food. invented the broad. broom
and the buzz-saw, and were the
first to sell garden seeds in packThe Church.Grovas revival sleet- ages.
ed Sunday at the Methodist
Church. Services will be held
each night this week at 7:30
Nearly 20 thousand people are
o'clock. The evangelist is Dr. 'employed in Kentucky's sawmills,
Raye..e A...1 --ainlidoStaperi n'vide nt -vereseramilar. -eterredwrittee-and
of the Paducah District of the' manufacturing plants.
Methodist Church. The church
and its pastor, Rev. F. B. Alexander, invite tfia public to attend.

PUBLISHED by LEDGER it TIMES PVBLISHING COMPANY. Inc.
Consoliceilion of the altdr..y Ledger, The Calloway Timed, and The
rinses-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
I, 1942.
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North Fork
News

SWIFT PREMIUM

WEINERS

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
son Guy from Nashville spent
the weekend with the Glynn Orrs
_and attended chorea
- North
Fork Sunday.
T, Guests in the home of Bro.
Mrs. Vaden Sunday were GayIon H. Morris. Beth Kemp, Judie
„Orr. Glynn Morris
and Son-dra Gallimore.
*dirs. Curtis Hayes is visiting
• aTth the Vadens for a few pays.
Mrs. Ella Morris, Zipora and
Howard. Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall, Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and Susan spent Saturday with
--the R. D. Keys. The men spent
the day cutting wood for the
Keys. Douglas Vandyke helped in
the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ross,
Miss Lena Ethel" Kuykendall visit-_
Mrs. Ella Morris Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. James Grooms
and daughter and Mr. and Mrs.
J B. Irvin and Kerry visited the
Billy Nance's Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Cooper
visited Mr. and Mrs. Bardon Nance Saturday night.
'Bro..._Vaclen. Mr. and Mrs. Coen
Nance. Adolphus Paschall and Mr.
d Mrs. Oman Paschall visited
Rs: R. D. Keys Tuesday night.
Mi. and Mrs. L. W. Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. flolEn Jones Mrs.
Vernon Nanire. and Mr. and Mrs
Max Paschall and son visited
Mrs. Martha Paschall Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Holley and
Louise and Mr and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore visited the Gaylon Morris Sunday afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. George Jenkins.
It and Mrs Oman Paschall. an
Mrs Ralph Gallimore visited Mrs.
Ella Morris Sunday afternoon
Mrs. Lona Nance and Mr and
Mrs. Phillip Wynn and Nance
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
‘A'aymon Young in Paducah.
Mrs Floyd Barrow and son visited Mrs. Warren Sykes last Thurs.
dav night
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Alton and
haby, Mr. and Mrs_ Brooks SimriTons and children ,visited Bro.
and Mrs. Warren Sykes .Tueaday
night.
Mrs. George Jenkins visited Mr
and Mrs. Noah Holley Saturday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall
visited Mr ind Mrs Bennie Fries
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Tell Orr and
sons and Mr and Mrs. Nathanial
'Arr and daughter visited Mr. and GREAT NORTH
ERN
Ike One Kuykendall Sunday.
Mrs. Ina Pashcall. Mrs. Hugh
Paschall and twin girls visited
Mrs 011ie Key Tuesday.
Mrs. Warren Sykes spent Mon- Campbell's Tomato
day with Mrs R. D. Key.
Mrs. Ella Morris and Zipora
and Bro and Mrs. Terry Sills and 1
family visited the Douglas Van
dykes Friday.
Plain or Self-Rising
George Jenkins was in Paris
Opnday to see Dr. Mobley.
Mr and Mrs. Cliff Grooms visit,
'it.
ed Mr and Mrs. Coyn Nance
Sunday nrght.
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891...AMB CHOPS

PINTO

79

BEANS____ — — — 2lbs 25 BEANS
2lb, 25°1 SPA
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20 19
I Ramada•2}
SOUP --SOUP __
25
TAMALES
19° CHILI_ _ _ _ _29° I PEARS —
\Litt],
39(
FLOUR

DILL CHIPS

Carolyn and Marilyn. twin girls
of Mr and Mrs. Hugh Paschall.
celebrated their first birthday last
Tuesday. Mr. and Mrs. John Wei.
her. Jr.. were guest Tuesday night.

t.

CORN

I

Standing in Kentucky forests
is enough lumber in trees of saw.
timber sire to build 2,734.200 fiveroom houses--one for each family
in the New England states.

49e

33e
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I

Mortlia \\ hitt
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39e
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29e I PORK & BEANS _ _ 2 for 25e
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49e I SOAP
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I

290 I FIG BARS

INSTANT COFFEE

-

59*

2 for 49e I CORN
\" -

5e I SALAD DRESSING _ _ _

ii

,141 - II

19" I ICE CREAM

19e 1 SYRUP

kraft Horseradish - ft-oz. jar
4 ii,'

KATSUP

1

Hy-Power

l\ raft Marslintallou

( .n/011

4 qts. 290 I MUSTARD

Olt .
1

890

I I flint', 2i can
2 lbs. 79" I PEACHES

Itntokiteld

CHEESE

I

• -

Hy-Power - 15-oz. can

I .Trenton - 16-(.7. pkg..
2 for 35" I PANCAKE MIX

1,.‘erleaf Vol- I ,tt

DRY MILK

I

Campbell's Vegetable

MAXWELL

2 for 29(

Maxwell House -

29e I COFFEE
"USE

Extta Culp

6-oz. jar

can

'1.19

79c

250

FRESH FRUIT AND PRODUCE

-440,001.`

WHITE

MISS. MATCHED--Carl Hayes.
28, stands over writer TOM
Haydon in McCoomb,
after yanking him out of his
car and knocking him down
during the march of Negro
high school students who
were protesting refusal of
school authorities to readmit
two Negro youths who participated in a bus station .ittin. Hayes also dragged Hay.
don's companion out of the
car and beat him. Hayes
was unidentified till later,
when this photo got into
police hands. He was charged
with assault and battery.
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10-LBS.

BUNCH

39c
5lb
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10c
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'" -,id Mrs. Bun C. Swann Celebrate
• Jen Wedding Anniversary On Saturday

THURSDAY — OCTOBER 19, 196t

4

Toastmistress Club
,To Have Special
Lesson At Meeting

PUB
COW.

Mr. and Mrs. Bun C. Swann table decorations
and the cake
held open house at their home on were by Mrs. Gorgon
Moody.
North 16th Street or. Saturday
•
1, 1.1
The first lessontin parliamenfrom -five o'cioeir in She ai• • nnon oka.a1_44.a_011 with the serving were
tary procedure will be presentto nine o'clock in the evening in Mrs. Dttis Patton and Mrs. Humed by the Murray Toastmistress
'celebraCori of their .gaicien wed--phreys- Key, of Murray, Mrs. Weswe
Club on November 8 at 6:30 p.m.
I,y'Duty of Bruceton. Tenn., Miss
din'
s
anninersa
ry.
Or
at the Murray Woman's Club•
Kathy Rayburn of Murray, and
Serest
house following a dinner meetFar' the infprmal open house Miss Jennifer Grogan of
Louising.
NA1 Mrs. Swann wore a navy dress ville, granddaughter of the honMao
with light blue trim and a yellow ered counig.
,14030 members Are Urged to
roc htd corsage.
be preient for the important first
-•
The
Swarms
three
daughters
-Refreshment.. weii-7
step in a series of programs de.servedit"fi *rs. Bobby Grogan of Louisville
,
the y:bea ut ully aPPulalsoi
signed to clarify and simplify the
isule Mrs. Earl Douglas of
Thursday, October 19th
Murray. a
overlaid with 'a yellow cloth and
. will meet in the home of Mrs.
rules ef proper procedure. Roberts
-H2rold Harry Dahlonegas
The Christian Women's FelThe College High PTA. will' Bryan Tolley, 13213 Main
cen.e.nigisswith a lovely arrange Mrs.
Rule; of Order will be the basic
Street,
Gas
and
etheir Iw. gons, have their annual family night. at 7:30
ment of "nelhew. and gold chrysanp.m. Scholarship and edu- lowship of the First Christian text.
Church held it. gentitoal program
pot luck supper at 8:30 p.m. in! cation is the subject
therniuns flanked by candion-The Steve Douglas of Murray' shn
of the pro- meeting
at the church parlor on
Leading the first meeting will
three tiered yellow cake topped Gary Grogan of LouisvilleOgreet- the school cafeteria. All children I gram.
ed
the
guests
and
Thursday morning at 9:30 o'clock. be Mrs. J. A. Outland, presiding
showed
are
welcome.
the
••••
w.t.i a_large :50" waggplaced on
many lovely gate received by the
••••
Mrs. A. Ba. Crass, program officer; Mrs. Howard Oakley,
the table and punch was served
Tuesday, October 24th
couple.
The Tri Sigma Alumni chapter
als.ng with. the individual cakes
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 chairman, introduced Mrs. R. L. pledge; Mrs. Kenneth Palmer, inWade who presented a most in- vocation; Mrs. George Hart, topicwill meet at the home of Mrs. Order of the Eastern
rac.-S soh a "50" in gild. The
Each of the ladies assisting in
Star will teresting
talk on the sulaject, mistress; Mrs. Charles Ryan,
Bob Ward, 1509 Sycamore, at 7:30 hold its regular
meeting at the -Ever
the entertaining wore yellow cory Woman A Christian Stew- toastmistress; Mrs. Kirby JenMasonic Hall t 7:30 p.m.
sages. The house was decorated p.m.
••• •
ard."
nings, lexicologist; Mrs. Allen
Cl • • •
wan lovely oowers which were
The devotion was given lay Mrs. Russell, timer and evaluator.
The Home Department of the
1dr.
issits.te
and
Mrs.
Swann. .
1)1
Clyde Jones assisted by Mrs. HoPlans. .for the first lesson were
taut- of towa -Vests were:- Mr: Murray Wornan:s_ Club_ will meet
.
*.ard Nichols playing the piano. formulated at the regular dinner
.
f
at the club house at 2:30 p.m.
and ligls.--"Wealey, Doty of Bruce-Mrs. Don Shelton, president, meeting of the Club on WednesM.
Hostesses will be Mesdames A.
The Supreme F. sent "Noacinasen-ton, Tenn., Jon
Duty of Huntspresided and opened the meeting day evening, October 11, at the
F. Doran, Commodore Jones, 0. C.
shisie brsve 126 held its regular sole, Asa.,
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
uy asking the-group to repeat the Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
Wells, J. B. Farris, Vester Orr,
meeting at the 14 omen s e... nibs- Changan 'and
children, Gary and
•.• •
and H. E. Mischke.
--.--(-k-- Fiessec2- on--ThursdaY, Octlhbershrt-l-Tairinifer. of Loussysll
The home of Mrs. Claude Far- CWF prayer in unison. The
e. Mrs. Her•
•.
-:- slnov.ing the _dinner served- at. old Harry if
Friday. October 20th
mer on the Lynn Grove Road minutes were read by Mrs. Arlo
pit
Deffonegt oG
Mr.
The Murray State College fro- was the scene of the meeting of Sprunger, secretary, and the fin6i3i.: o'clk.
oc
a ear IslW John
tir
-s- a.
.
men's Society will have a dinner Circle I of the Woman's Society ancial report was given by Mrs.
ems a: the Student
Plans were discussed 1nr J.
.
-.• r. inn Mr, and 51:-s. Homer
Union Ballroom of Christian Service of the First Davy Hopkins. treasurer.
..
.. West K_;.tucky Annual Balls .h., af Padocah. Announcement was made of the
6:30
at
p.m.
In
charge
of arrange- Methodist Churct-held on Tues•
• ••
The 23rd annual fall roundup
pa 'be neA in Nenremoer and corn-,
World Community Day program
ments is Mrs. Frances RicheY, day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
of Diatricla 1.-2, 3, and 4 of-the
be - Mratees were appointed as'folios. - • e.
to
be
-held
by
the
United
'otitis: Cal Luther, Mrs. Robert Haar
Church
Mrs. Albert 'Lassiter was in
Kentucky Federation of Business
Decoratinn -- Mrs. Haiti T .'7 Founda
tional
'
land Mrs. Torn Honancamp.
charge of the program and gave Women of Murray at the First and Professio
ht
nal Women's Clubs
an-3 Mss. Sally Lawrence.
••••
the devotion on "This Is My MethOdistOChurch on Friday, No. was held
at Kenlake Hotel on
-t- ntes tainment -- Mrs. G
vember 3, at 1 p.m.
Saturday
,
October
Church"
21st
using
.N1
as
her
scripture.
Curd. chairman. Mrs. B
B. Ws'hogo
The meeting was closed with Saturday and Sunday, October
-Me- -1
The MSC Home Management "Corinthians 3:9-11. She read a
14-13.
i n1••nr.
and Miss Kathleen Palterthe Missionary benediction.
--as • s
House
will
sponsor
a
rummage
poem
and
closed
with prayer.
Mrs E--cig a r Sh.rsito. teacher,
Jr.
Attending from the Murray
sale
in
the
Hart
Building
on
North
Talks were given as follows:
—Food -- Mrs. Mary Louise Bak- oper.ed -her horne on North 4th Fourth across
club were Mesdames Kirk Pool,
from the Ledger "Intercity Church" by Mrs. LasStreet
far
the
meeting
of
the
er and Mrs. Maggie Hubbs ,
Chesley Butterworth, Hilton
and Times. The sale from 700 siters_ "Surburh_an Church" by
Eeservatiens--Mrs. -Katie- Mars
Hughes, Jegille Shoemaker, Laurp.m.
am.2:00
feature
,
A.1,1
to
•
Swann;
Mrs.
Bun
and
of
the•First
"Rural
Baptist
C
urch
beld
tin Overcast, Mrs. Genora Hamine Doran, Lucille Thurman. Murclothing
entire
for
family.
the
Church"
1
by
Mrs.
Ruth
Weeks.
M
o
n
d
a
y
evening
a 6:30
Iett. and Miss Ruth Lassiter.
ras Kee, Myrtle Wall, and Roselle
•• ••
Mrs. Burnett Waterfield, circlg
The Woman's Missionary SociOfficers * er e installed with cisek.
A Masquerade Ball will, be held chairman, presided at the meet- ety of the Elm Grove Baptist Outland.
Mrs Jessie Houston litoar.e preod- ' New olf.cersseleeted were Mrs.
Mrs. Pool presided at the breakat the Callonmy County Country ing which was closed with prayer. Church held its regular
meeting
ing as.instalbrig,otficrs-Mrs. Rob- Do: Keller. preside:se Mrs
Paul' Club from 9 p.m. to 1 am. With
The hostesses, Mrs. Farmer, at the church on Thursday after- fast held on Sunday morning.
tile Pasets'all installing atteadar.t. Lyons, vIce-preasdnnt; Mrs.
Miss Fanny Hardy. past nationBetty the judging of costumes and the Mrs. Jesse Walla, and Mrs. Halhe noon at two o'clock
with the tiresand Mrs. Hazel, Tuts. instalilng Nice urn. secmtnrs M s_ G____Tooir
asid march to. be pramptly at Pufacionn served dishes:au-a refresh- -anent, -Men- Keys Keel, presiding al president from Little Rock.
chaplain.
. Ark., delivered the main addaess
Br :nth. treasurer: Mrs. Gus 9:30 p.m. MuSlc will be by Jack ments to the twenty-seven memMrs. Hardin Morris was in Miss
The Iltgoing president. M r s.. Rooenissn Jr: devotional
Katherine Peden of Hopkleader; Staulcup and is orchestra.
oers and two visitors. Mrs. D. L., charge of the program on
the, insville, National BasPW presiJess.e Cele.. was present:A with: Mrs. James W. Parker, publicity.
• ••• •
Divelbiss of Mansfield, Ohio, and theme. "That Thy Way May
Be dent, was present. The state prea oust presatent's sisa as a token . A potiurk sapper waassseryed.
Mrs.' lalburn
Monday. October 23rd
Known."
of apprecsation for serving one 0:nors atten -ung were Mesdame
sidents from
and Kens
Th. Creative Arts Department
Others taking part in the pro-. t4ky were
past year. The dui:rig cererresu Ksnr.eth Adams. E r 1 Tucker.
also in attendance,
of the Murray Woman's Club will
gram were Mrs. Walton Fulkerfrwenty4fight clubs were inLivia. and Bill McDoi:eu's meet at the club house at 10 em.
son. Mrs. Thartnie Parkat, Mrs.
peta4
with Mrs. Ed Schmidt in charge
Jesse Roberts, and Mrs. Albert art)!
,f•the program on "Sculpture."
* ENDS TONITE *
Crider.
4!tt1)
.$4.1
.
f'.
•••* - a .
- -Mrs. M3:t Sparkman and Mrs. .."'sleatis Shall Reign", the WMU
Brigitte Bardot in
The American Legion .Auxiliary
Don Robinson entertained the Cal- song, was the opening song after
"NIGHT OF LOVE"
ioway County Country Club -Brtd- which t h e gnsop repeated the
mime
ge group with a party at the club watchword in unison.
of the Pottertonhouse-on Saturday afternoon ant Mrs. Chailes Burkeen closed the Homemikers Club attending
program
with
prayer using the dried and artificial
1 31) 'deck•
flower a r
call to prayer.
rangement lesson given by Mrs
Dessert was served at the six
011ie Brown at the Murray Worn-I
oridge tables which were overlaid
Mrs. I. L. Clanton opened her with Halloween cloths
an's Club House were Mesdamesi
and center-SOU*'-ati'VIKe-Sit-461'Thr the meets .-d with a lovely arrangem
June Ladd. Nancy McClure. Lucy
ent of
trig of Circle IT of the Woman's fall flowers.
Alderdice, Mem Hopson, Mary
The American Legion Auxiliary Brown Elkins.
Suciety of Christian Service of
Ola Outland, and
Recipients of the pfizes were
will
meet
Monday night, October Pearl Boitnott.
the First Methodist . Church held Mrs. Walter Baker, high;
Mrs. 23rd at 7:00 o'clock in the
home
in Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 ./iay/on Rayburn, second.
Mrs Alderdice and Mrs. Hopson
Mrs. Nat of Mrs. Bryan Tolley, 1326
Main made artificial 'arrangements with
u'clock.
ilyan Hughes. third: Mrs. George
Street.
the latter's being for her church
Overbby, fourth; and Mrs. J.
The devstion was given by Mrs.
Scholarship and education wiL Dried arrangements
were made by
Outland,
low.
L. R. Putnam frem I Corinthians
be the subject of the program.
Mrs Elkins and Mrs. Outland.
3:-l2.. Dr. L. R. Putnam presented the program on "The Church"
which was very informative and
enjoyed by the group.

Mn. J. B. Burkeen -

Social-talendar.

seas'

•

•
•)

PLaza 3-4947

Dinner Meeting Is
lic-ld By ll'oodmen
Circle Thursday

Christian' Women's-Fellowship Holds
General Meeting

,Cirdel Of WSCS.
Meets Tuesday At
The Farmer Home

.

illurrayans Attend
B&PW Roundup At
Kenlake Hotel

r.m.t..k.

Halloween Party Is
Held At Home Of
Mrs. H. W. Wilson
The home of Mrs. H. W. "Stub"
Wilson on Elm Street was the
scene of the Halloween supper
party held by the Friendship
Sunday School Class of the First
Baptist Church on Monday evening at 8:30 o'clock.

Mayfield Home Is
Scene Of Shining
Lights Class Meet

The Shining Lights Sunday
School Class of the Scotts Grove
Baptist Church met on Friday
evening at the home of Mrs. Billy
Mayfield for the regular meeting.
Mrs. Mayfield opened the devotional period by reading from
the sixth chapter of Matthew and
closed with the Model Prayer.
After discussing several items
of special interest the group was
served delicious refreshments by
the hostess.

HELP WANTED
Experienced cooks, waitresses, porters
needed. Also curb girls, no experience
required. Good pay and working conditions. -mr

OP-ar

JERRY'S DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANT

Legion Auxiliary
Meets

A.itgee,

ly to Mr. ,Cornett at

gbe4 tri*Lt

L'

,Pottertown Group
Attends Meeting
Members

Don't BLAME the shame on

Hostesses were Group VI composed of Mrs. James Brown, captain, Mesdames Glen Hodges, M.
D. McGinnis, H. W. Wilson, James
Starks. Allen Russell, Bernice
Wisehart, and M is s Myrtalene
Cooper.

Others present were Miss Vivian Hale, Mesdames Rbtfert w:Hine, Morris Larrib, Marvin Harris, Mary Kinsolving, Sadie carson. Sam Rodgers, Joe N. Cotaxan,
William E. Minn, Barkley Cole,
John Pocock, C. D. Vinson Jr.,
Harold Hoppe;, Howell Thurman,
Those present were Mrs. Paul Orvin Hutaun, Ralph Tesseneer,
Gargus, teacher, Mrs. Charles Pat TreVathan, Allen McCoy, J.
Tutt, Mrs. Jackie Hoke, Ki.5.6 Kay M. Converse, 3. B. Burkeen, James
Bolen. and Mrs. Mayfield.
'
Roger's'. and Alvis Jones.
-

Missionary Society
Of Elm Grove Has
Program Meeting

Mrs. I. L. Clanton
F-hostess For Meet
Of Circle II WSCS

This was the final social of the _
group as the !lass has been disbanded into other classes of the
Sunday School. The teacher, Mrs.
E. C. Jones, was presented a gift
from the class by the president,

was theirues
s'
S'AL
d:lic
9 -iroasitst'm
devotional speaker and used as,
per was s'er7ed -saupb'
her subject, "Faith." Mrs. Vernon frum the table centered with a
large pumpkin filled with chrysanthemums. Other Halloween
decorations were used throughouti
the house.

Class
Holds Supper .1leet
t Shirley Home

Bridge Party Held
At Country Club
Saturday Afternoon

Shown led in group singing.
Members came dressed in costumes and prizes were given to
Mrs. Tip Miller, Mrs. Joe Sim*,
and Mrs. W. Ii. Solomon.

Hazel Highway

••••

MONDAY thru SATURDAY

_Stths

8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Mrs. J. B. Wilson presided over
'the business session in the absence of the circle chairrnap, Mrs.
A. F. Doran Following the open.
mg prayer by Mrs. Wilson the
minutes and roll call were by the
secretary. Mrs. Clanton. and the
hnancial report was by Mrs. E.
4'. Riley.
brief report on "Spiritual
.Leaciersh;p" was given by
Mrs. 0. C. WratheS.
The nostesses. Mrs. Clanton,
Mrs. Lila CarraWay, and Mrs.
' ff Farris, served a party plate
twenty-five members and five
.ests—Mrs. Bodine Hensley of
setroit, Mich., Dr. PusbeTtf, Mrs.
J. B. Wilson, Mrs. Garnett Jones.
old Md. Ray Cable-the latter
oec-orning a new member of the
rcle. •
A

That Jones boy says:
Jones Wieners are satin' treats
'cause they're

FINE-MINCED

-

"120,000 MILES
AND THE HEADS HAVEN'T BEEN OFF!- We use only Dodge trucks. They're
tough trucks, hard to beat. Our
lractors regularly take on 17'/;-ton
loads of brick and walk thropok
plenty of mud and loose dirt to job
sites. Gas mileage works out to 4-5
miles to a gallon on the tractors, and
seven miles to a gallon on straight
jobs hauling seven-ton loads.”
The tronclay Brick Co . Colombo+, Ohao

(4,

sf's

DODGETRUCKS FOR 1962 are America's
only Job-Rated trucks. And they're
tougher than ever. More than 50 engineering advances make them so. But with all
their advances. Dodge trucks are priced
to compete with every full-size truck
rolling the road. See the tough, tightfisted ones for '62 at your Dodge dealer's.

Special fine mincing machine
blends
mild seasonings and pure, choice
meats!
.---sr1 rustNe,
..■••

itA

. „
1

1

Other .7071141
esti a' treats
e.i.leoes Bacon
Thi kr+
for.
• added flavor:I

TAYLOR MOTORS, INC_

.s
• Jones Barbecued Hams
u.. r
kory *sod!
• Jones Brown-Sugar-Cured Hams
It's a ne.0 mellon-tssis seesessoe!

- aZ93 S. !.".•.,h St,

JONES PACKING CO.

PADUCAH, KY.
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nip singing.
dressed in cos!s were given to
, Mrs. Joe Sim*,
iolomon.
final social of the,.
ass has been dis- w
,er classes of the
The teacher, Mrs.
presented a gift
by the president,
mb.
_ -
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Murray High School-Paducah Tilghman Game
Stacking Up As Most Interesting Of Season
by Vetted rime burrwitlessi
Kentucky high school football will shake out the eventual winhasn't quite reached the decisive ner.
stage but several games on this ,Lafayette meets Bryan Station
weekend's schedule could go far this weekend, then faces Elizatoward- clarifying the-eiestation-in bethtown„Hertry_ cloy _ knit M
'son in order, and has to wit,/ all
regional championship play.
Madisonville plays at Mayfield, of them to cop the regional title.
Madison and Elizabethtown,
for example, and the winner will
be in a good position to claim both unbeaten, face each other in
the state semi - final 'playoff the Recreation Bowl at Mount
Sterling later this month and the
110rth from Class AA's Region I.
winner will have the inside track,
Paducah Tilghman also is in
especially if Lafayette stumbles.
the running for the regional
Bill Hogg's E'town Panthers play
crown, but can't take it unless
tuniAht at Bardstown, which is
Mayfield beats Madisonville, then
unbeaten in Region II Class A
loses to the Tornado. Madisoncompetition along with Glasgow
ville, on .the other hand, has to
and Shelbyville.
beatill1Pytield and win the rest of
Somerset has only an outside
its games as well.
chance even if it upsets Madison
Madisonville ruirrently is No. 8
Friday night. The Briar Jumpers
in the Ian Mate ratings, while
still- would have to depend on
tie Cardinals are 11th. Mayfield
both Lafayette and Elizabethtown
ir regarded as a superior flaming getting
beat along the way.
team while Madisonville has overFort Thomas Highlands,• the
powered all but one of its opstate's .No. 2 team and almost
ponents on the running of Dave
conceded to be the Region III
Wells, the state's leading scorer,
Class AA titlist although it still
and Roger Daniels.
must face unbeaten Dixie Heights,
Tilghman meanwhile will be meets Ashland in a renewal of
trying to deal with the unbeaten what usually is a hard-fought
Murray Tigers in a contest that rivalry. This year, however, 'the
stacks up as one of the most Tomcats have won only once and
nteresting of the season, al- haven't scored in the last 18 pethough it has no bearing on the riods they have played.
Another unbeaten Region III
regional title because Ty Holland's team plays in Class A Class AA club, McKell, faces a
where it already has clinched tough elass A team. Catlettsburg,
and _could get beat. It would have
Region I honors.
no bearing on regional competiRichmond Madison. Lexington tion anyway, since McKell does
Lafayette, Somerset_ anci_Ellza-_, ngl play . enough Class. AA opbathtown all are still in the run- ponents In the region to be effgning for Class AA Region II hon- ible for the title.
ors, but a match between MadiMore to the point will be the
Illn and Somerset this Friday battle between Bellevue and Ludnight, is the first of a series in- low, both undefeateti in Cl4ss A
volving the four contenders that Region III. Bellevue, ironically,
has 'won only one o,t its six 'starts
this season, but • 411 five defeats
Everyone Loves
were at the hands of Class AA
Saladi McAti,. with
rivals in the northern Kentucky
Athletic Conference and thus
don't count in regional play. Millersburg Military a n d Bourbon
County also are unbeaten in this
region but neither is eligible for
the title.
In Region IV, Corbin's Redbounds. . leading the Class AA
pack with a 3-01 Mark; tackles
Williamsburg, vi h s ch has won
three and tied one in Class A
where it is still in the running
behind Lily (3-0).
4.4y will play at Barbourville in
11 tetanal contest. while Pineville,
which has won three and Ued
Messesse
two. LS host. to London.
-

-

Jpper was served
centered with a
filled with chryther Halloween
a used throughouti
e Group VI cornames Brown, capGlen Hodges, M.
W. Wilson, James
Russell, Bernice
M is s Myrtalene
t were Miss Vivlames RbMrt tv.:.mb, Marvin Har-C
lying, Sadie carrs, Joe N. CohiLiort,
in, Barkley Cole,
D. Vinson Jr.,
Howell Thurman,
Ralph Tesseneer,
Allen McCoy. J.
B. Burkeen, James
is Jones.

4
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, porters
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cperience
,ing con-
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OUT OF MOTHBALLS-Gen.
James A. Van Fleet (above),
who retired in 1953 after
commanding U.S. and U.N.
forces in Korea and helping
Greece ceush its guerrilla
foes, has been called out of
mothballs by President Kennedy to serve as special warfare (guerrilla) adviser.
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NORTHEN'S

n's

i/es

M -I, & Ni.

'10.98 to .15.98

5.98 and '7.98

BOYS & GIRLS

CAR COATS
All Reduced 1

MOJUD HOSE
with the Magic Motion
Fit!
Regular and Seahtless

For This

Chicken Breast
With
Part RIB
Attsehed

JIZ

After the purchase of 12 A womens and Misses
pairs you receive the 13th , S‘s eaters on sale!
pair FREE!
Buy one at the regular
price, get another one at

20% OFF!

MENS

MATCHED
SUITS

SKIRT SALE

Wash
and Wear l'ants and
to Mate!,
1.xcenen8 Quality,
Guaranteed!

'8.96 Suit

Sue one at the regular
price, get another one

t-b• 4
?
4

Salome Jens, noted Broadway
actress, makes her cinema debut
in the title role of "Angel
Baby." in which she finds a
torrid romance, with a young
married evangelist, played by
George Hamilton. The film is
at the Varsity Theatre Fri. & Sat.

4 to

Pkg.
SUPER-RIGHt
(Ito)
Lb.
14-Lb.

29c
59c
35`
529

U. S. GOV'T INSPECTED-TOP QUALITY

Whole
Cut-Up,
Split or
Quartered

3 DAY

FISH AND SEA FOOD
DRESSED OCEAN FISH

Whiting (5199 L.. 170
-tAN

PerchF"(5::.1") 35f
igniCrik

BANANAS
CAULIFLO \,9
POLE BEA S

'1,98 to 13.98

Fresh - lb.

Crisp
Texas

Carrots
Cranberries

10°
25c
14°

NYLON HOSE
1st Quality 51 Ga

Kleenex 2 49° 2
Pumpkin
229
2 37,
Fig
Bars
71.:."1
6949C 3 25°
Apples
csc
Eight 0 ClocIR
25
39
Flour
390
Caramels
12-oz.124
Mixed Nut
)Gal.67
Brownie Mix
330 Apple Cider
creem
(
Spry Shorten,. ___ 1051:3 920 Bryl
Milk
6
14c1,42-0c:-27
'
Zest Soap _ 2 CO Ritz Crackers
32
9
:
Ritz Crackersti-B-c- au
Palmolive Soap 4
N.B.C.Crackers • :
1 :29c
Redeem Your Lever Million Dollar
2 B`a%

Ocean
gPraY
Fresh

ALP

Pack

Cans
plkb.
g

L COFFEE
1 -Lb.
(3-Lb Bag 1.50 1140

Self•Rie. )
25-Lb. Bag
1.45

14-0z.
Sag

Lb. $1
Bag
Plain

s5
S Salted

Pillsbury

No
Jug
Dep.

Jug

Reg
89c

Pius 1
.
90
Tax

Whitehouse
Evaporated

Breeze
Silverdust(
•
Lux Luqum
Lux Soap .....(ie)
Rini() Blue
Detergent
7c Off

'5.98 & '8.98
Reivil.tr and )(all Sizes

WOMENS HATS

JEWELRY

'1.98 to '8.98

AU Jewelry

Mena

New Fall Hats

*Ws'

tic cut

JACKETS

Gtant

oz-

In Curt
Nabisco
Stack Pak__ Box

76

Lace* /half
16-0x
Pkg

Bare
Reg.3

Large
22-01
Deal
/ Pkg.

69c

WORTHMORE

CHOCOLATES
• CHOCOLATE STARS
• PEANUTSBRIDGE M I X
• CHOCOLATE COVERED
Your
Choice

1-lb. 49(
Sag

ANN PAss

BEAN SALE!
IN TOMATO SAUCE,
BOSTON STYLI
IN CHILI GRAVY
RED OR KIDNEY
Your
Choice

7

21-0s. Si00
Cane

140z 45 Le
Box

else

252-00:

Giant
49' 4-0z.
Pkg.

Can

Indian
Summer%

16-0x.
Pkg.

'15'2-Oz. 10C
Can

Boxes
9t
.600b

of 400

1.L.b. *IT
Box

Contest Coupons at A&P

OF

Cut.

(5c Off Deal)

Reg
Ba e

2 pro.'1.00
UNIFCIMS

lona

DETERGENT

Sara

Meats and Boys •
unsinio.ear
Brand

A

GREEN BEANS
TIDE Bo

6 Oz.

plus.tax

%%rumens cotton, nylon
dacriut unifttrins

Head

Makes
Delicious
Caramel
Apples

large
Assortmenyof Styles
and/Colors

)
Lb. 21c

25`

Lb.

Lb.
Can

IT'S NATIONAL APPLE WEEK
All
Purpose
Lb.

20% OFF!

For This S
_
USEI-OUR LAY.
'AWAY!

Lb.

'

(A Real Value) lb.

less

Reduced

WORK SOX
5 prs. '1.00

:17.2

11111111111E-

2 pi'.. *1.00
SOX

'1.00 - '1.35 - '1.65

GlazedDonuts(z) 330
Italian Breadz__11'.::‘250
Glamour Bread
250

Small, Lean
Spore Ribs Meaty
Lb. 49c
Leg0Lamb(rair..49c) wLII*69c
Sausage
Z ( )... 2 It 89c=1r

U.S. GOVT INSPECTED WHOLE

SALE
Begins Friday, Oct. 20 - Ends Monday, Oct. 22
WOM ENS
INSULATED
PURSES
CAR
COATS
UNDERWEAR
New Fall Bag,. in
New Fall and Winter
Car Coats

Super Right

Southern
Star

Fairdale. still unbeaten and
leading District One in the Coon-

"WHERE YOUR MONEY IS WORTH
MORE"
Two Track Triple Tilt Aluminum Storm
Window
511.00
WE OPEN EARLY
PL 3-1227
WE CLOSE LATE
7:00 a.m.
12th & Poplar
5:30 p.m.

Cherry Pie( )-.La 390
Pound Cake ( )290
" Bakers Dozen:13.,T;,,. 39c

Good
An

In Class AAA play, confined to
Louisville and Jefferson County,
the state's No. I team, Flaget,
steps out of title play this weekend to meet the No. 5 team in
the Ohio UPI ratings, Cincinnati
Purcell.

Starks Hardware

k Stik-

Smoked Picnics
Sliced Bacon
Turkeys 1.:. .0.7,:nvidsd
Canned Hams

•

b.SPLASinc...
for SPFAS

The value? Incomparable ... you'll love the moneysaving prices. This week visit the Jane Parker Department, make your selection and see if you don't agrees
we have reason to be proud.

FRYING -CHICKENS

V
.
Al'W
rs

Always As&

), Tac - 77-7"---7"."7-**1"7"1-4"."-1°Iv Guarantee of Quality

A&P is proud of all the foods it sells. We're particularly
proud of our own Jane Parker line of Baked Goods.The
variety is unmatched in any food store in town. The
. quality? Superb! The flavor? They taste home-baked!

VINEGARS

)AY

rrrgrar

ty Region, meets Valley, while
Butler and Durrett, leading contenders in District Two, tackle
Seneca and Eastern respectively,

SPEAS

E-IN

PAGE FIVE

WISCONSIN CHEDDAR

Mild Cheese
Butter
Cheese

Lb. 490

Sunnyfield
Sweet Cream

zi
63C•
420
27

Lightly

69*
2"L4•9°

I salted i

Mel 0 Bit
American. Swiss
or Pimento

Lb.

Pico*.

ALP FROZEN CONC.

ORANGE
JUICE

6 .0r. 99c
Cane
In Ctn.

12-0z. Can .... 32c

PRICES IN MIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY, OCT. 21
THE GREAT ATI.ANT1C & FACW1C TEA COMPANY. INC.

141

1, Super Markets
AMIRICSS OlPD101111ll 10011 INIRCRAIT SINCE Mir

Large Assortment
tit)let

Wu& L,illd 1)ie,o

•
11.

•

•

1-•
S.

•

-r

S.

rale

•.1- tite.r • Cre...)c .
Sharyn Walston received a gift
.f.a• having the best name tag.
The name tag was a part of the
initiation for the new members
of FlIA.
The meeting was then turned
over to the first vice-president
'
The first, regular rno:•1 Illy meetRuth Fulkerson. The Bible -was
ins of the Calloway County High
read by Dian Beale. Each officer.
Future Homemakera .of_ • .VerSc
a using a ,demonstration. presented
14 AS
held Thurs44. October 5,
to the chapter her goals for the
1961. in the school' cafeteria.
coming, year.
The meeting was call/L.10 ordGeorgia Coles gave a 'report on
er by the president, Judy Hughes.
the State FHA meeting
__
_
- initatiptsntinty
-.
- was held for the new members
of FHA. The officers presented
The homes of Shakers, who held
the purposes of the organization-10 `the members. The ceremony celibacy as their cardinal tenet,
as,as closed by Peggy Miller's lead- were fitted with twin entrance I
041,spg the- group in singing the State doors, side by side. The doqr on
tBA Song.
• the right was used only by WOlinutes of the executive coun- men. and the left-hand door was
cil meeting were read. and the for the hien. Inside the homes
---reif-aras called by the secretary. were twin stairways, and whiie
•Carolyn FJavin. Frances Armstrong men and .2±"ornen might dine in
presented the Jonior an,d Chapter the same room they could not sit
Degree Certificates to the girls at the same table.

r ri A
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NEWS

The War for the

Union 1861-65 in Pictures

No.8:3

Completion of telegraph

lines eastward
through the Rockies front Sacramento and
westward across the prairies from the Mississippi River,
finally enabled mess-ices to be dot-dashed trsuiscontimentally, Oct. 24, 1861. The event brought an abrupt
end to a much romanticized business venture, the Central Overland California and Pikes Peak Express Co.'s
poet dispatch.
_
- This, Iminortallzed as the "pony expreast."-bad been
started only 113 months before. The riders covered a
ffl Cover of letter carried by progressively shorter distance. In Novemb
er 1860, they
-pony express*" saddle bag froua carried the news of Lincoln's election
in six days beSt. Joseph, Mo. (note the post- tween Fort Kearny, Neb., arta Fort Churchil
l, Nev.. then
mark), for $.5 fee, to "George the termini of the telegraph lines.
(The gap between
Wallace, secretary to Gov. Downey. u
the
construction crews was closed at Fort Bridger,
Sacramento, Call!." I,I Ad In 1861.
Contrary to an Impression spread
-- by the movie
and TV producers who habitually ignore or twist
histor.c fact, the Western horse messenger corps
was far from being the original -pony express."
Post-riders who linked New York and Boston via
schedule beginning in 1673, subjected themselves to
CO14110r Or
ttOUCII0
all dangers through which the tzen-aged Bill Cody
TIME:
and his fellow mounted mail carriers rode 187 years
3.LTES:
later. They did so without having mounts that were
a.s fleet and hardy or weapons that, were as pro10 Days to San Francisco:
tective.
A long distance "pony express" was used by the
Baltimore Sun at a cost of $1,000 a month during
tt Mint!)AT /MS
the Mexican War, 1846-48. Organized riders, using
60 blooded horses in relays, picked up dispatches
at New Orleans from sloops that sailed in from
YORK.
Mexican ports, and carried them to Baltimore
trp to 4P.X.every Tuzsatr.
within eight days. The president and secretary of
Trp to 2:P.N.every SATURDAY, .war often got reports of events in Mexico faster
.3 b.
mni Limn Y•••-m
yia. the Stitt than through official couriers.
sr

FOR EXPRESS

•

UALEVUUliall3Z

macz..-Ew
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HE'S
.SENO KILLED-This photo, finding its way out ed Colombia several days after the abortive -Lieutenants Revolt,"
shows one of the leaders, Lt. Enrique Escobar (middle), being killed. Escobar was a prisoner of Lt.. Suarez Alonador
(right) and was attempting to disarm Afonador and escape.
The photo was made ;'ist as Afossador raised his gun to
shoot Fascobar to death.

\\\MMI11111///m/

MURRAY
URIVE - I N THEATRE
BOXOFFICE OPEN'S

6(10

•

SHOW STARTS

645

PARKING TIPS
FOR BOATERS

71eCENTENNIAL SCRAPBOOE

has added nine new 2.000-bookcapacity Bookmobiles to the fleet
of 9S now serving rural Kentucky
Continued front Page One
areas. By 1962. 15 more new units
will be in service. Some of the
will go as low as three cents.
older models will be retired from
The nerve center of the State's service and others will be reconentire'system of public libraries ditionad for counties not presently
is the Library Extension Division receiving Bookmobile service.
in Frankfort.
Federal funds are being used
From here, books areselected, to continue development of the
ordered, catalogued, processed an first seven regional libraries set
delivered to -the State's 96 Book- up in the state. These are the
mobiles and 10 library regions. Lake Cumberland Region with
Also included in the distribution headquarters at Columbia. t h
e
to regional libraries are records, Valley of - Parks Region. London
;
magazines. films, projectors and t h e Eastern .Kentucky Region,
phonographs. In addition. 55 Prestonsburg; the Eden Shale
Recounties order additional books gion. Eminence; the South Central
.tor_ _their _IcieaL libraries_ -through - Regiort,- Glasgow; - the Perinyrile
'he division.
Region, Princeton; and the Oxbow
Thousands of library board Region with headquarters at Elizmembers, librarians and interest- abethtown.
ed citizens are behind this farState funds appropriated in 1960
flung operation, which is headed are making possible the current
by Miss Margaret Willis, director development of three new regions.
of the Library .Extension Division. Three are the Green River Region.
'Former head of the Circulation Hartford; the Audubon Region.
Department of the Louisville Free Owensboro; and the newest mem' Public Library. Miss Willis came ber of the family. a region
coverto the Library Extension Division ing Calloway. Marshall and
Graves
an 1953 as a coordinator.' She was Counties with headqua
rters at
named acting director in Micas' Murray. Hickman and Lyon coun1956 and director m
t-t-l-e-L---..e_t9.0.#111v_Join....the J.e.n.th
region soon.
Additional State funds in 1961Since the Inception of the regional library program in 1957, a 62 will assure the development of
• tal of 121.673 books. 4,518 rets, at_leaat one new region and the
[-cis. 115 films and 430 magazine continuation of the three recently
subscriptions have been provided argantzed. Letcher and Pike counfor the 10 existing regional li- ties have already expressed inbraries, which in( turn circulate terest in possible regional devel'hem among the local libraries in opment in the eastern area of the
• eir regions.
state._

•

Storing an outboard boat when
not in use sounds like simplicity
in action. Just back up the trailer
to where you want it, unhook the
. rig and let'er sit. Right?
Not so, claim the boating authqratiga ..al_lhe Itercury outboard
company, who offer a set of tips
that can lengthen the life of the
outboarder's stock in trade-his
• boat and motor.
1. Have some kind of stand on
N.hich to rest the drawbar of the
trailer, high enough to allow
aiiter to flow out the transom
drain. when a rainstorm comes
along and fills your boat.
2. Snap the drain plug and the
motor ignition keys together and
put them in the glove compartment. Then when it's time to - go
both can be located quickly.
3. Slack off tiedown straps and
c
- hains,- "Particularly if the boat
is of fiberglass or wood, to preVent distortion. Remember that
a wet rope contracts when it dries.
and it can strain a boat five ways
Trom Sunday.
4. Shut the air vent in the fuel
tank cap, to prevent. fuel evaporation. Small items, but if you neglect it for any length of time,
evaporation can Cause hard starting.
--CLARK KIN NAIRD
- carton .of '
the right size to slip over the
powerhead of the motor. Paint
national average is $1.49 per cap- the carton to make it waterproof.
It will keep dust and rain off the
Immediate plans of the Library motor, yet since it's open at the
Extension Division are centered bottom, it will allow adequate
on hopes for an increase in State ventilation
6. Disconnect one or both of
aid for Bookmobile books and'for
additional funds for regional de- the battery' terminals So prevelupment so that Kentucky-can't vent current from es:aping and
running down the battery when
compare favorably with other
it is not in use
progressive states in library sup7. Use your boat and motor
port.
often. That's what you bought it
'But the responsibilities of the for. a2d good weather is still
cities a n d counties themselves with us, at least for a while.
have not been forgotten by the
The first building erected In
Division. which constantly stresses the necessity of strong local Kentucky by members of the religious sect known as Shakers,
support 'if .the Bookmobile and
was completed in, 1806, and is the
regional library program is to
only building in the Spaker comreach the -greatest possible nummunity at Pleasant Hill that has
ber of Kentuckians.
only one entrance door. Since the
Shakers never allowed men and
.women to enter a structure
through the same door, it is presumed that women were not allowed inside this building, which
was used as the office of the
The
Shaker
community
at
Pleasant Hill, Ky.. was the largest
in the United States, with the
exception of the group's main!
headquarters at New Lebanon,t

.

AN fit% trAZA,4 POODUCIION %SIM It WILLIPII VC(
TEC..rwCOLOa
.
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FRIDAY

and

"BLUEPRINT

SATURDAY

"FOXHOLE

FOR
ROBBERY"
COMING

;r..-

IN
CAIRO"

SUNDAY'!

Hole In The Head"
starring

FRANK SINATRA

These 10 regions now cover 50
Kentucky counties, The remaining
counties are in various stages
work toward library servicS.
Eventually regional libraries are
expected to cover the entire state.

• Despite substantial advances
made throughout the state, however, many libraries still receive
inadequate local support, have too
few books and are poorly housed,
Miss Willis maintains.

Begun in 1953 by a private
organization, the Friends of Kentucky Libraries, the Bookmobile
program now circulates 318.738
State - contributed .books, plus
whatever the individual countie
s
contribute
The Library Extension Divistrin

In 1959-60 Kentucky was at the
bottom of the list of States in
local support for libriries and
Bookmobiles, v.•ith an average of
only 40 cents per capita. The
standard set by the American Library Association for minimum
service is $3 per capita-almost
eight times that supplied by Kentucky cities and countier The

ANOTHER SEQUEL-Pulitzer Prize novelist Upton Sinclair,
83, and bride, the former Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Willis, 79, I
smile after their wedding at St. Ambrose Episcopal Church
In Claremont, Calif. It is his third marriage. His second
wife, poetess Mary Craig Kimbrough, died last April.

LEON COLLIE •
ANNOUNCES HIS

New Used Car Lot
SECOND and MAIN STREETS

(Formerly Lampkins)

Assisting Leon will be
JOE PHILLIPS and LOWRY PARKER

WE HAVE 65 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN
THE NEW AND USED CAR BUSINESS
And Will Feature

Top Quality Cars at
Reasonable Prices
PHONE PLasa 3-4913

SWANNS
1G
FOO

FOOD
MARKET

CONSTITUT1ONAL-The U.S.
Secret Service men who used
to get up at 5 a.m to escort
President Harry Truman on
those early morning walks
can thank their lucky stars
they weren't escorting this
man—he rims! He's Finland's 61-year-old President
Urho Kekkonen, taking his
morning constitutional at
Government House in Ottawa, Ont., on a state visit.

•

•

I'

(11ASE

&

SANBORN
SMOK

COFFEE PICNICS

STEREO
COMPACT

1-1b. Tin

PORTABLE
mom.%
tr" -comps
41..111-SLAM

$1"
per week

•4-Spied Automatic Changer-ploys

,r0 or
es-0.0ra, c I speeds, on sizes.
• Dual Channel Stereo Amplifirr.
• Two-Speok•r Syttorri-coaroIr
t 6 /12-inch General
Electr;c Dynapoerer Speakers.
'Stereo Cartrid ge. Tore, Volume
and C1anrel
ante Corr-olt.

lb. 29°

Extra Specials

WHITE GOLD

PORK

THIS WEEK

SUGAR ROAS
T

5-TUBE RADIO
$15"
SIX TRANSISTOR RADIO — — — — — $11995
This Transistor' Radio includes Battery, Earpho
ne and Carrying Case

BILBREY'S
210 East Main

Murray, Kentucky

Phone P1 3-5817

p1cNic sTYLF

10-lbs. 91)c
SEE NO 11/11.1-An East German policeman watches an a 'Ii)foot fenee goes up behind the brick wall separat
ing Fast
and West Berlin. This is In a sector which once was
a meeting place for residents of both sides. Apparently the
Corot__
-N. mullets_ don't want any gazing, even.

II). 25

Redeem MI Your Coupons At . . .

SWANNS

SHGVNG HERE IS A PLEASURE
— NOT A TASK !!

•

•

ore

•44.
Sd

ItRSD Y - ocTonvit

r:R 199 1961

To,

190

LIJUIR & TIMIS --

411111411111114111M

r

LOST-FOUND
EXPERIENCED WAITRESS. Apply at the South Side Restaurant.
o20c

BUSINESS
DIRECTORY
1

IIE
Lot

ADDING MACHINES
AND TYPEWRITERS
Sales & Service

LEADS LEADS LEADS. ARE you
satisfied with your present job!
Dues it offer a good future ler
you and your family? Are you
making enotigh money for the
time you spend? If not, we have
something that will interest you.
Male or 'male 21 yrs. or over
considered. No experience necessary, car needed. tieellent future
piteenal in one of the largest
going businesses today. Contact
Mr. Stan Brataher 308 • Guthrie
dicig., Paducah, Ky. from 8:00 0.111.
til 12:00 noon.
19p

[
NOTICE

OFFICkSUPPUIS

KINTUCKT

FOR !..-ALE

white_ siding, running water in
house, also insulated, let 163x140.
$3,500.
6 ROOM FRAME WITH Electric
heat hardwood floors, storm doors
and windows. N. 17th Si. $10,360.
7 ROOM FRAME WITH WHITE
siding, 3 bedrooms, gas heat, hardwood floors, Utility room and carport. N. 18th St. $8,200.
CHOICE. BLIILDING LOTS. Office space for rent, heat furnished.
47..-0,-Pa(ans-- Realtor, 3t4
phone P1.3-1738, P1 3-3536.
ltc

srolud WINDOW TIME. Ala:mesa windows- 412.SO to $16.50 moaned. Aluminum awnings, any
size. Aluminum siding, thirteen
colon. Nu down payment. Sd mos.
to pay. Home Contort Company,
prt.,sv
. r.- Hazel Highway. Phone 492-2302.
iiinexperienced
tic
Apply Boone Laundry & Cleaners.
•
. o2lc
-- I RCA RADIO,
I ANTIQUE AtFOR COLLECTORS PART TIME,
water-Kent radio, I White sewing
white, to service monthly acmactune. Contact Mrs, D. N. White ELECTRIC RANGE
. CHEAP. Dial
counts, excellent earnings, eveat kiazei between 5and 8 p.m. PI 2:1523 after 5:00
pan.
nings & Sat. Call PL 3-5144. o2lc
o2lc
Phone 492-3421.
o2lp

eiELP WAN1E.D

voilikAURRAtrOAU.OWAY COUNTY

Sinclair,
laths, 79,
1 Church
IS second
April.

MURRAY

NOW OPEN - J & .1 GLASS Co.,
103 North Fifth Street (former
Kengas location). We do all kinds
01 glass work,.fable tops, storm
glass, minors, replacements. Free
estimates. Experienced. Phone PL.
3-5970.
nov2e

1936 TRAILER, 41 FEET, EXceptionally wei, taken care at.
negate $2,000, selling for
only 31,a9a. Also new hail Nassua 45x10,
also 34 It. 2 oeuroom metal trailer. Maylield, across from Pipeline
Service Station, Lai 7-9e66.
o24c

IN MEMORIAMS
Cletus Wilson, Oct. 20,
In loving memory of our husnand and father who left us five
years ago.
"fill memory fades and life departs, you will live forever in our
hearts." .
'
Lillie Wiisoia and Reva Spencer.-

OUTSIDE SICKROOM-Dr. Harold O'Brien talks with House
a,
Seeaker Sam Rayburn's sisters in hospital in Dallas,
Tex.
They are Mrs. W. A. Thomas (left) and Mrs. S. E.
Bartley.

ut..)0D 45 ACRE FARM
_Nair tiewarup Store. Has good
e FENCES, INDUSTRIAL AND 'loose w.oi CaOiiicia
, water in tne
CARD OF THANKS
residential. Chain link, non-climb- nuuae. louoo swot
water, an Latta
The family of Carl L.- -Kemp
_edger & ranee
PL. 84918
able, completely 'Installed, for in- in nem
PAINT STORES
bleu.- Ls cultivation. a065U. wishes to express their -sinceres
Answer to Yesterda's
-sue
t
formation call col' t or write Joe APiiaii hineil
I liU Lobe. LOCATZ.Ls alia deepest appreciation fair
Tidwell Paint Store
PL 3-3064 dOOKKEEPER WANTED: SOME Mike's Iron & Fence Co.,
the
ACROSS
May- two inuck.0 num the Ctailt square, kindness
DRUG STORES
lo-Peker
stake
extended to them -by
ti-let
typing, general boekkeeping. Write field, Ky. Phone CH 7-3474 or ass two
aparunents, one everyone.
1-Story
lt.ahrl's name
Icott Drugs
n
PL 3-2547
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Morrell's Fresh Pork

trA LIVEft

BONELESS EXTRA LEAN

FOOD
MARKET

25

Lb.

mai garine

LUX

5 BARS
45
'.

TOILET SOAP

Reg.
Size

Breeze

TEXAS JUICY

lb

Oranges p NEWSwan
DOZ. 29c

111.10

King
Size

79'

LIQUID

•

69

STEW BEEF

290

HEAVY DUTY DETERGENT

1-1b. am I Fresh Pork

BRAIN

imperial 39°

PRODUCE SPECIALS

PICNIC HAMS

59c

NEW

ER'

SPECIALS

"

LIQUID

EcoST:reny

?b

Lifebuoy

NEW CROP MARSH
SEEDLESS

BARS
4
°

Deodorant Soap

CRAPEFREIT
6iEhS

SAUS

ACE

PORK SirK

FREE HALLOWEEN

witt) Wieners — — Pkg.

i-RESH MADE - PORK — —

3lbs.69e

39c

GRAPES
2—lbs 29c

Friday and Saturday Only - From 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
HAM SANDVICHES

PEPSI-COLA

HANDY ANDY 690

FANCY RED

lb 43' SLAB BACON Cuts lb. 35`
This is
IfIEW

10c

rIROCERN SPECIALS

Wisk

COFFEE
ES.
„
‘‘

O!L_

(;ANDY BARS
grf

4 -.3

lifi.11I

1.19

NEW

NEW GREEN

-finest vegetable ingredients
•no animalfats
digestible
•salt free
• unexcelled infreshn_.

69`
619c

— — — — extra large size
MILK !,
- HAKE
and PAY DAY

HENDEFtSON CANE
— — — — — — — — — 10-lb. beg

79c

9

Gooking with new Crisco means
good eating... makes good sense!

PILLSBCP.Y 1,r BALLARD

3 col

Biscuits 6 cans 119c
SALMON
PORK &

PINK -

, SIZE CAN
— — — — — per can

BEANS _ S
±.
'Or7.1
.'(
)
30A
0Tcan

39-

3(!)

R rait00..)

31
/
2"-04251-E

CABBAGE - - - - lb.5
°

•••

Silver Dust wilizg9
f.e
BLUE DETERGENT

4r.

aft6si9

: °DELICIOUS RIPE

Giant

..•1•r' BANANAS - - - lb. 10
°
I
•

;

"active"

Pillsbury Best
Colgate - giant size
1
•
•

•
.

'

FLOUR
5-lbs.

10-lbs. - - - -

vloW

2
-Ga29
$1

FOR FAMILY WASH

MOUNTAIN GROWN - 2-1b. tin

• twice the preferred unsatumtrg•
• over 70% total unsaturates

Giant
Size

i NEW GOLDEN GREEN

TOOTH PASTE - - -

-53c

Paramount - qt.

39c
79c

DILL CHIPS
Nabisco - large size

With Coupon In Today's Ledger & Times

DoUBLS

OREO CREME - - —

..FUDGt-

Red Cross - 7-oz.

11110VIIE MIX
wiefrcts- 45e

••

39°

39

MACARONI

1

11°

Red Cross - 7-oz.
SPAGHETTI

BUY

rft

11°

1

BIG BROTHER

uncoil 4in.24. DELUXE

FROZEN FOODS

LAYER CAKE MIXES

SALAD
DRE
SSI
NG
COOK SET
Pi•NUT SPREAD

Even Better Than Cake From a Cookbook

Send for a

Birdseye

Orange

DELUXE DEVIL'S FOOD

Juice

2 IR) 39

Tenn. Brand - 10-oz. pkg

399

Okra
Tenn. Brand - 10-os. pkg.

Tenn. Brand - 10-oz. pkg.
i ks,..11

- QUART -

Only 504 and a Jif label

Green Peas

r

JIFAROO

BeaniS

39c

•

39c

•

•

•••

••••'

•

